CURRENT SITUATION

**Current Situation.** Attacks increased from previous weeks with changes to AIF TTPs.

**Building an Independent Iraq.**
- Op SINBAD Pulse 16 to be IA led.
- Economics: over $2M spent on longer term projects as a result of Op SINBAD.

**Capability of the ISF.** 10 (IA) Div continue to work well with MNF and will lead next pulse of Op SINBAD.
Concern about equipment issues raised by MND(SE).
Partial IPS disengagement continues.

**Atmospherics.**
- Basra: Populace remains positive. Non-cooperation of elements of local Govt and the IPS remain unresolved.
- Maysan: Stable.
- Dhi Qar: NSTR.
- Al Muthanna: Stable.

**Neutralizing the AIF.** C2-led and opportunity strikes against AIF continue.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE WEEK

1. IDF Attacks - Basra Palace – 14-20 Jan 07.
4. 91 x 82MM Mortar Find – 17 Jan 07.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

AIF attacks increased, with a move to daylight attacks likely to cause more casualties. Accuracy and intensity of attacks continues to increase. Planning activity is focussed on enabling transition and capacity-building whilst improving situational awareness and interdiction of AIF activity.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPS

**Current Ops:** Ops in support of Hostages Release, Op TACHBROOK and Op VEDETTE.

**Future Ops:** Op SINBAD Pulse 16 – 22-23 Jan 07.
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Capable ISF (ISF Increasingly in Lead)
- IA Independent and Combined operations continue to trend positive across ITO. Public trust and confidence building in areas outside of Baghdad. Successful combined operations in Ramadi, Turki, and Baghdad demonstrate effectiveness of ISF to citizens and dismiss accusations of corruption and sectarian targeting.
- IP/NP charges of capitulation, complicity in sectarian violence, and lack of trust in parts of Baghdad remain a problem.
- Administrative and Logistical Support shortcomings continue (pay, under-manning, support equip, fuel). The problem is especially severe for the Department of Border Enforcement.

AIF Neutralized (Al Qaeda Out)
- Attacks UP (1036-1071), above the 12 Week Average. Effectiveness rate DOWN (22%-20%) and below the 12 Week Average (26%).
- Battle Casualties UP by 46% (682-994) above the 12 Week Average (911).
- Civilians UP 93% (359-692) above the 12 Week Average, ISF DOWN 5% (204-193), still above the 12 Week Average. Coalition UP 19% (118-141), above the 12 Week Average.
- IEDs UP 18% (564-663), above the 12 Week Average. ‘F&C’ Rate SAME (42%-42%).
- EFPS DOWN (13-12), with 3 ‘F&C’. Current employment trend shows enemy has ability to surge for 2-3 weeks before a 2-3 week decrease. This is the first week of a decrease, but still high compared to 2 weeks ago (7 events).
- VBIED Attacks UP by 2 to 22 with 2 ‘F&C’. Effectiveness percentage rate UP. Casualties per attack were UP at 22.6, above the 12 Week Average.
- Suicide Attacks UP (6), still below the 12 Week Average. Vest type attacks UP (2-3).
- Attacks on civilians have been on a downward trend over last 9 weeks, but increasing over last two.
- Although attacks against ISF have been consistent, resulting casualties have been on a downward trend, indicating improved TTPs increasing survivability by the ISF.

Support an Independent Iraq (Building Confidence)
- Public atmospherics remain mixed, but showing increased frustration with GoI security activities. Expectations for CF to improve security situation are high.
- Fuel, Electricity, Security, Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the ITO.
- Tribal tensions and violence continue with risk of undermining security efforts, particularly in Diyala and Salah Ad Din.
### INDIRECT FIRE ANALYSIS: 13-19 JAN 07

Declassified on: 201506

#### MSC TOP FOBs (13-19 JAN 07)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>FOBs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MND-B</td>
<td>59 attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-C</td>
<td>24 attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-CS</td>
<td>02 attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-N</td>
<td>45 attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-SF</td>
<td>21 attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-W</td>
<td>02 attacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Previous 4 weeks (23 DEC - 19 JAN 07)

- Overall attacks dropped slightly from 158 to 151. Baghdad IDF shifted away from CF to ISF, as the CF share of MND-B attacks dropped sharply from 68% to 54%. In MND-W, attacks on CF threatening AQIZ freedom of movement around Fallujah continued, while insurgents maintained resistance in Ramadi against familiar CF and ISF targets. In MND-N, attacks in Baqubah and the Muqtadiyah corridor were sustained at a high level, though there were two incidents where CF destroyed IDF teams, with AIF losses totaling up to 10 KIA and 3 WIA. IDF against Basrah FOBs increased from 19 to 21, with a surge of 11 attacks on 18 and 19 JAN. The continued increased mortar use signals disrupted rocket supplies.

#### Next Week's Projection

- Expect attacks to remain steady at 20-25 attacks per dry day, with 10-15 on rainy days, for a total of 140 to 170 attacks for the week. JAM attacks on CF should remain lower this week as JAM leaders likely restrict these attacks to retaliation for especially damaging CF operations. In the wake of the 2x VBIED and 1x suicide vest attack on Shi'ites, JAM focus of IDF on civilians will continue, and possibly increase. In MND-W, the Ramadi and Fallujah areas remain the focus. In MND-N, attacks on ISF and civilians will remain focused in Baqubah while CF will be the primary target of Sunni insurgent attacks in Salah ad Din. MND-SE will continue to see 2-4 mixed IDF attacks per day on Basrah FOBs.
### TIME PERIODS FOR TREND ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period Type</th>
<th>Period Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period 1 – BASELINE:</td>
<td>01 JAN 04 – 31 MAR 04 (13 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 2 – PRE-SOVEREIGNTY:</td>
<td>01 APR 04 – 28 JUN 04 (12 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 3 – SOVEREIGNTY:</td>
<td>29 JUN 04 – 26 NOV 04 (22 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 4 – ELECTION:</td>
<td>27 NOV 04 – 11 FEB 05 (11 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 5 – PRE-CONSTITUTION:</td>
<td>12 FEB 05 – 28 AUG 05 (28 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 6 – REFERENDUM-ELECTION:</td>
<td>29 AUG 05 – 10 FEB 06 (24 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 7 – GOVERNMENT TRANSITION:</td>
<td>11 FEB 06 – 19 MAY 06 (14 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 8 – GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENT:</td>
<td>20 MAY 06 – 31 DEC 06 (32 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 9 – TRANSITION TO SELF-RELIANCE:</td>
<td>01 JAN 07 – present (3 weeks)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
29 January 2007
Operations Against Death Squads – 290430JAN07
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MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJSOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Rashid, 04 JAN 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members ONGOING
Operations Against Death Squads Weekly

Death Squad BDA
Number of Missions: 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell Leaders</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detainees</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# EFFECTIVE ENEMY ATTACKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MND-NE</th>
<th>0 / 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MND-N</td>
<td>9 / 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-B</td>
<td>19 / 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNF-W</td>
<td>4 / 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-CS</td>
<td>1 / 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-SE</td>
<td>1 / 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>34 / 161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## IRAQ SUMMARY

- **EFFECTIVE ENEMY ATTACKS**
  - **ATTACKS ON CF**: 13
  - **ATTACKS ON ISF**: 9
  - **ATTACKS ON INFRASTRUCTURE**: 0
  - **ATTACKS ON CIVILIANS**: 12
  - **TOTAL ENEMY ATTACKS**: 161
  - **ATTACKS ON COALITION**: 106
  - **ATTACKS ON ISF**: 34
  - **ATTACKS ON INFRASTRUCTURE**: 0
  - **ATTACKS ON CIVILIANS**: 21

## IED EVENTS

- **TOTAL IED EVENTS**: 79
- **IEDS FOUND/CLEARED**: 27
- **EVENTS WITH CASUALTIES**: 18

## TOTAL BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CF KIA</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>CF WIA</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF NBD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>CF NBI</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISF KIA</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>ISF WIA</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIV KILLED</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>CIV INJURED</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIF KIA</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>AIF WIA</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIF DETAINED</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Co & above Operations

- **Data from JUL 06**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUG</th>
<th>SEP</th>
<th>OCT</th>
<th>NOV</th>
<th>DEC</th>
<th>JAN</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>946</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>4,767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1,191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>1,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,554</td>
<td>1,311</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>1,148</td>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>7,035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTACKS ON CF IN LAST 7 DAYS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>1.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTACKS ON INFRASTRUCTURE IN LAST 7 DAYS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>110</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Suicide Attacks in Last 7 Days - Baghdad

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Suicide Attacks in Last 7 Days - Iraq

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION

MND-BAGHDAD AVERAGED 81 ATTACKS PER DAY OVER THE LAST WEEK, AN INCREASE FROM ACTIVITY EXPERIENCED IN THE PREVIOUS WEEK (77). ACTIVITY IS ABOVE DECEMBER AVERAGES (71). VBIED ACTIVITY DECREASED TO 5 ATTACKS FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S 10 ATTACKS. IED AND SMALL ARMS FIRE ACCOUNTED FOR 90% OF ALL ATTACKS. MURDER VICTIMS INCREASED TO 98 FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S 91 AND REMAINED CONCENTRATED WEST OF THE TIGRIS RIVER.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

VBIED ACTIVITY  ACTIVITY  F = FOUND  S = SUICIDE

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY – FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE
2/4/6 IRAQI ARMY CONDUCTED OPERATION BLACK EAGLE II ON 23 JAN, DETAINING 2 X AIF.

SECURITY – COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS
1/6 IA AND 1/23 IN, 2/1 CD CONDUCTED OPERATION TOMHAWK STRIKE V ON 24 JAN, DETAINING 21 X 1 CACHE ALONG HAIIFA ST.

SECURITY – COUNTER- EXTRA JUDICIAL KILLING
5/20 IN CONDUCTED OPERATION ARES 1 IN DOURA ON 26 JAN, DETAINING 2 AND 1 X CACHE ON MECHANIK ST. SEIZING 7800 USD, 500K DINAR, 4 X CONTAINERS OF ACID AND GERMAN, SYRIAN AND DUTCH VISAS.

GOVERNANCE
THE CITIZENS OF KADHIMIYAH ARE SAYING THAT PRIME MINISTER AL-MALIKI SHOULD GO ON PUBLIC TELEVISION FOR ONE HOUR TO ANSWER PHONE CALLS FROM THE IRAQI POPULACE. PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT THE CORRUPTION IN THE GOVERNMENT AND HOW IT HAS SPREAD THROUGHOUT THE MOI, ESPECIALLY THE POLICE FORCE.

ECONOMICS (INFRASTRUCTURE AND BASIC SERVICES)
THE BIGGEST ISSUE IS THE LACK OF ELECTRICITY. ELECTRICITY SHORTAGES ARE CAUSING THE PEOPLE TO SUFER AND THE GOVERNMENT HAS NOT REPAIRED THE DAMAGED LINES. SOME FAMILIES ARE HAVING TO BUY ELECTRICITY FROM THEIR NEIGHBORS.

COMMUNICATIONS
FOLLOWING THE CLASH BETWEEN CF AND JAM NEAR AL-TUWAITHA ON 24 JANUARY 07 AMERICAN OFFICERS SPOKE TO SUNNI TRIBAL LEADERS. THE LEADERS WERE PLEASED ABOUT THE ARRESTS OF JAM MEMBERS AND THAT THE AMERICANS WERE TALKING TO THEM. THE SHEIKHS TOLD THE AMERICANS THEY HOPED COALITION FORCES WOULD MAN ALL THE CHECKPOINTS BECAUSE THEY HAVE NO CONFIDENCE IN THE POLICE.

---

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEEK</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SINCE 14 DEC 06</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1352</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECRET // REL TO USA IRQ and MCR//20170127
28-29 JAN 07 COMPLEX ATK IVO NAJAF TIMELINE OF EVENTS

• 0630 FOB HOTEL REPORTED UNDER ATTACK. GOVERNOR REQUESTING CF ASSISTANCE FROM PJCC. CHIEF OF POLICE SENDS APPROXIMATELY 30 IPS NORTH TO INTERCEPT AIF.
• 0727 ODA 1.4A RESPONDS TO TIC IN NORTH NAJAF.
• 0811 CAS ON STATION; ODA RECEIVING SAF
• 0830 ESTIMATED 50 AIF PAN WITH RPGs AND HEAVY WPNS
• 0840 REPORTED ENEMY DUG IN BERM VIC 385MA 38995188; RAPTOR JTAC REQUESTS DROP ORDNANCE
• 0915 A10 CONDUCTS STRAPING FIRE
• 1020 2xAH64 AND 2xUH60 DEPART FOR KALSU, THEN TO NAJAF
• 1045 4xIA REPORTED KIA; MULTIPLE IA WIA; PID HOUSE FULL OF AIF. REPORTED SEVERAL 500LB BOMBS DROPPED AND MULTIPLE GUN RUNS. ODA 1.4A AND ICF RTB.
• 1058 R11 REPORTS TIC FROM FACTORY 750m AWAY, REQUESTS CAS
• 1254 ODA 1.4A OBSERVES ROCKETS FIRED AT R/W A/C.
• 1336 AH-64 REPORTED DOWN
• 1349 ODA 1.4A ALLS FOR IA COMPANY TO REINFORCE FROM DIWANIYA
• 1432 2xAH-64, 2xH-16, AND 2xTORNADO ON STATION
• 1730 COMPANY OF STRYKERS ARRIVE AT CRASH SITE; ODA 1.4A REQUESTS AC-130 SUPPORT
• 1830 2-3 IN TAKES CONTROL OF GROUND FORCES VIC CRASH SITE

AN NAJAF

SECRET//REL TO USA AND MCFI///201706131

PREPARED BY C3 OPS
29 0500C JAN 07
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ENEMY SITUATION

NEUTRALIZE AIF
- INCIDENT LEVELS HAVE RISEN ABOVE THE TEN WEEK AVERAGE.
- SAA TRAVELED TO AMMAN, JORDAN TO MEET WITH AFFLUENT ANBARI EXPATRIATES TO RALLY SUPPORT FOR SAA, RIG ANBAR OF TERRORISTS.
- CA TEAM HO HELD FIRST MEETING WITH WOMEN FROM JAZIRAH REGION OF RAMADI, PLAN TO HELP FORM JAZIRAH WOMEN’S COUNCIL.
- INSURGENTS CONTINUE M & I IN RAMADI TO DISRUPT IP’S MOMENTUM.
- THREATS OF SUICIDE ATTACKS CONTINUE THROUGHOUT MNF-W AO.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1) OP THREE SWORDS, DISCOVERED TORTURE HOUSE, (31) DETAINED
2) OP CHURUBUSCO, DISCOVERED (13) IEDS AND (6) CACHES, (15) DETAINED
3) OP BULLRUSH II, DISCOVERED (2) CACHES, (6) IEDS, (7) AIF DETAINED

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
- 1ST IA DIV CONTINUES SUCCESSFUL COIN OPS IN AO EAGLE.
- MNF-W AND 1ST IA DIV ARE ON TRACK FOR THE TRANSITION OF 1ST IA DIVISION TO IGFC ON 15 FEB 07.
- BCT-6 GRADUATES 938 NEW JUNDI ON 6 FEB 07 AND BCT 7 WILL PRODUCE AN ADDITIONAL 454 ON 17 FEB 07.
- THE IRAQI HIGHWAY PATROL IS NOW CONDUCTING ROUTINE PATROLS BETWEEN CAMP KOREAN VILLAGE AND THE BORDER.
- CONDITIONS ARE SET IN RUTBAH FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF A POLICE FORCE.
- DBE/MI CONTINUES TO BE INEFFECTIVE IN PROVIDING REQUIRED FUEL AND SPARE PARTS.
- SECOND BRIGADE DBE, POE WALEED AND POE TREBILL ALL HAVE CRITICAL MTOE DEFICIENCIES.

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ

- A MEETING BETWEEN KEY ANBARI PROVINCIAL OFFICIALS AND SEVERAL CABINET MINISTERS OF THE GOV WAS HELD IN BAGHDAD ON JAN 23. FOCUS OF THE MEETING WAS ON ANBAR SECURITY ISSUES.
- MAYORS CONFERENCE WAS HELD AT THE RASHEED HOTEL IN BAGHDAD ON JAN 24. EIGHT MAYORS MET WITH GOV. MA’AMOUN TO DISCUSS ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, AND SECURITY ISSUES.
- THE NEWLY APPOINTED RAMADI MAYOR, LATIF OBAID AHADAR, MOVED INTO HIS NEW OFFICE ON 19 JAN.
- THE GRAND OPENING OF THE RECENTLY COMPLETED JAZEEBA WATER TREATMENT PLANT WAS HELD ON 24 JAN. THE CEREMONY PRECEDED A COUNCIL MEETING WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BDA</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Roll Up</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Dec to Present</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>2034</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION

There has been a significant increase of attacks on route clearance teams within AO lightning. In Diyala, IED and Small Arms Fire attacks continue to make up the majority of reported incidents. IED's made from propane tanks have been discovered across AO. In Kirkuk, activity and reporting indicates corrupt SIB soldiers working with aif. In sadi, expect aif to continue to place operatives within the security forces in order to maintain control of their territories. In Nineva, increased IED lethality is attributed to the growing amounts of explosives in the IEDs and buried emplacement of the IEDs.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. Downed Uh-60 Ivo Kaini Ban in Saad on 20 Jan, resulting in 22 Coalition Forces KIA. AIF set fire to an oil well, tied up SIB soldiers and stole their weapons, ammo and radios Ivo Kirkuk on 21 Jan.
2. IED attack on Coalition Forces IVO Mosul resulting in 1 CF KIA, 7 CF WIA on 22 Jan.
3. VBED attack on the youth union of the KDP IVO Mosul resulting in 25 Civ. injured on 23 Jan.
4. SIB soldiers emplace IEDs, facilitate weapons trafficking, provide an early warning network for aif, siphoning and smuggling oil, and sabotaging the oil pipeline. There have been three attacks on the oil pipeline Ivo Kirkuk from 11-19 January, with evidence pointing to corrupt SIB soldiers.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY & TRANSITION

The Duhlah IPS station, in Samarra, conducted an independent raid last week against an illegal checkpoint that the aif had established north of the city. The positive development in this case is that these IPS developed the intel on their own, conducted their own planning, and executed with zero CF support.

COMMUNICATION

SAD TV has begun broadcasting stories highlighting the successes of ISF forces without any CF encouragement.

GOVERNANCE

The MCC continues to improve overall efficiency, and the defense attorneys have ended their boycott.

ECONOMICS

Essential services. USACE, Gulf Region north awarded the first contract that will begin the construction of four of the twenty-four planned 6-classroom schools in Nineva Province. The construction of the twenty-four schools will bring classrooms to Mosul, Tal'affar and outlying villages.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPERATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-26 Jan</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ENEMY SITUATION

1. NO AIF ACTIVITY DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
2. NO THREAT INFO

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. CFLCC COMMANDER LTG WHITCOMB VISIT ZAYTUN (26 JAN)
   - BRIEF ON MND-NE AO OPS AND INTEL STATUS
   - VISIT ZAYTUN HOSPITAL AND VTC

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

- BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
  - MITT TRAINING SUPPORT
  - TRAINING FOR 2 IA REINFORCEMENT TO BAGHDAD: ON GOING

- NEUTRALIZE AIF
  - FRAMEWORK OPS (20 ~ 26 JAN): GUARDIAN, MILKYWAY

- ATMOSPHERICS
  - ZAYTUN HOSPITAL RECOGNIZED ITS 50,000TH PATIENT
    - THE OPENING OF HOSPITAL: NOV. 2004
    - THE AVERAGE CONSULTATION: 150 PAX/DAY, 20 DOCTOR, 15 NURSES

- ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE
  - PRESIDENT BARZANI MET WITH THE KOREAN DELEGATION: 24 JAN

- BUILD LEGITIMATE IRAQI GOVERNMENT (BUILDING CONFIDENCE)
  - PRESIDENT BARZANI MET WITH KRG FIGURES OF KRG: 20 ~ 24 JAN
  - PREPARATION FOR RRT OPENING CEREMONY: 1 FEB

Current / Future OPERATIONS & EVENTS

1. FRAMEWORK OPS: 27 JAN ~ 2 FEB
2. ASHURA: 30 JAN
3. RRT Opening Ceremony: 1 FEB

LEGEND

- BUILDING A CAPABLE ISF
- NEUTRALIZING AIF
- ENERGY ASSETS & INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY
- LEGITIMATE IRAQI GOVERNMENT

COORDINATED POINT
STATE ROAD
MAJOR SUB-DISTRICT
The overall security situation in Al Qua’dishah Province remains relatively tense. Lately several complex attacks on IA units in the AL GASS area (38S MB 612 545) have taken place with loss of IA life’s. There have been no IEDs on CF or ISF in MND CS AO in the past week as no IEDs have been found. Two peaceful demonstrations took place in front of the City Council in Al Kut city in the past week. Both demonstrations ended without any incidents.

WEIGHTY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. IDF attack
2. IED attack
3. IED found
4. SAF
5. Complex attacks
6. Explosion
7. Kidnapping
8. Miscellaneous

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF (ISF INCREASINGLY IN THE LEAD)

IBP:
The JARBP packet has been approved and funded. The Alaskan for force protection should arrive by 31 JAN 07.
The Al Kut Police Academy is still shut down and is pending a new support/sustainment contract which is an Iraqi issue that should be solved on or about 25 JAN 07.

IP:
One of the main efforts in this week has been supporting the Atta prison with medical supplies and medical assistants. The PTF arranged transport for medics and supplies to the prison.

IA:
Regarding the COS one of the problems in Suwayrah is that the militia is better armed than 3 BN/3 BDE, and often the IA units are outnumbered.

BUILDING LOCAL AND PROVINCIAL IRAQI GOVERNMENT:

NSTR

Current / Future OPERATIONS

1. GUARDIAN
2. SAFE GUARD III.
**CURRENT SITUATION**

**Current Situation.** High number of MNF strike ops have resulted in continued IDF attacks on MNF bases.

**Building an Independent Iraq.**
- Op SINBAD Pulse 16 carried out by IA.
- Economics: $105K on Immediate Improvement Projects benefiting over 25,000 people. $450K on road improvements and route clearances.

**Capability of the ISF:** Increasing confidence in IA with Op SINBAD Pulse 16 entirely IA op. Continued concern over IPS reliability.

**Atmospheric.**
- Basra: The populace remains positive following Op SINBAD 16. The non-cooperation of elements of local Gvt and the ISF appears to be largely resolved.
- Maysan: NSTR.
- Dhi Qar: NSTR.
- Al Muthanna: NSTR.

**Neutralizing the AIF.** ISTAR generated intelligence has provided opportunities for swift and effective follow up to AIF attacks.

---

**SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE WEEK**

1. EFP Attk on AFV – 21 Jan 07.
2. 30 Rds IDF Attk on OSB – 25 Jan 07.

---

**CURRENT ASSESSMENT**

The increased intensity of IDF attacks in response to increased MNF counter-AIF activity continues. A number of C2-initiated are planned to exploit information obtained from MNF raids and counter-IDF surveillance.

---

**CURRENT/FUTURE OPS**

**Current Ops:** Ops in support of Hostages Release, Op TACHBROOK and Op VEDETTE.

**Future Ops:** Ops NEWQUAY, FISHER II and SADDLERS—all C2-initiated.
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

**Capable ISF (ISF Increasingly in Lead)**
- IA Independent and Combined operations continue to trend positive across ITO. Public trust and confidence building in areas outside of Baghdad. Successful combined operations in Ramadi, Turki, and Baghdad demonstrate effectiveness of ISF to citizens and dismiss accusations of corruption and sectarian targeting.
- IP/NP charges of capitulation, complicity in sectarian violence, and lack of trust in parts of Baghdad remain a problem.
- Administrative and Logistical Support shortcomings continue (pay, under-manning, support equip, fuel). The problem is especially severe for the Department of Border Enforcement.

**AIF Neutralized (Al Qaeda Out)**
- Attacks UP (1071-1097), above the 12 Week Average. Effectiveness rate UP (20%-25%) and above the 12 Week Average (24%).
- Battle Casualties UP by 16% (995-1151) above the 12 Week Average (950).
- Civilians UP 10% (693-759) above the 12 Week Average, ISF UP 17% (160-187), above the 12 Week Average. Coalition UP 44% (142-205), above the 12 Week Average.
- IEDs UP 4% (663-693), above the 12 Week Average. ‘F&C’ Rate UP (42%-45%).
- EFPs DOWN (13-10), with 5 ‘F&C’. Current employment trend shows enemy has ability to surge for 2-3 weeks before a 2-3 week decrease. This is the second week of a decrease.
- VBIED Attacks DOWN by 3 to 19 with 2 ‘F&C’. Effectiveness percentage rate DOWN. Casualties per attack were DOWN at 20.2, above the 12 Week Average.
- Suicide Attacks UP (6-7), still below the 12 Week Average. Vest type attacks SAME (3).
- Attacks on civilians have been on a downward trend over last 9 weeks, but increasing over last three.
- Although attacks against ISF have been consistent, resulting casualties have been on a downward trend, indicating improved TTPs increasing survivability by the ISF.

**Support an Independent Iraq (Building Confidence)**
- Public atmospherics remain mixed, but showing increased frustration with GoI security activities. Expectations for CF to improve security situation are high.
- Fuel, Electricity, Security, Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the ITO.
- Tribal tensions and violence continue with risk of undermining security efforts, particularly in Diyala and Salah Ad Din.
5 February 2007
ATTACKS ON CIVILIANS
Does Not Include Civilian Casualties Caused From Attacks Against ISF or CF

LEGEND
- MDR/Kidnapping/Intimidation
- DF/IED

Number in Diamond Represents Number of Casualties

BAGHDAD PROVINCE

DIYALA & SALAH AD DIN

BAGHDAD CITY

RAMADI & FALLUJAH

SECRET//REL TO USA, IRQ, MCF1//20170205
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Operations Against Death Squads – 050430FEB07

SYRIA

Dayr az Zawr
Al Qaim
Haditha
Hit
Q-West
Tal ‘Afar
Mosul
Irbil
Kirkuk
Bayji
Tuz
Jelula
Sulaymaniyah
Q-West
Kirkuk
Samarra
Balad
Ar Ramadi
Al Fallujah
Karbala
An Najaf
Al Hillah
As Suwaryah
DIWANIYAH
As Nasiriyah

CITY of BAGHDAD

MND NORTH: IA RPLT & CJSOTF Conducted a Raid OP
IVO Baqubah, 04 FEB 07 IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell
Members 1 x EKIA
Operations Against Death Squads Weekly

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CISOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Rashid, 03 JAN 07 - 31 JAN 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members

MNF WEST: IA Scouts & CISOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Fallujah, 27 JAN 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members

MND BAGHDAD: TM CIF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Mansour, 30 JAN 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members

MND BAGHDAD: TM CIF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Rashid, 01 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CISOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Rashid, 01 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members

MND BAGHDAD: ERU & CISOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Rashid, 01 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CISOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO New Baghdad, 02 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members

Death Squad BDA
Number of Missions 07

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell Leaders</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detainees</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION

MND-BAGHDAD AVERAGED 90 ATTACKS PER DAY OVER THE LAST WEEK, AN INCREASE FROM ACTIVITY EXPERIENCED THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S 81. VBIED ACTIVITY INCREASED TO 15 ATTACKS FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S 9 ATTACKS. IED AND SMALL ARMS FIRE ACCOUNTED FOR 70% OF ALL ATTACKS. MURDER VICTIMS INCREASED TO 110 FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S 98 AND REMAINED CONCENTRATED WEST OF THE TIGRIS RIVER.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

- VBIED ACTIVITY
- SVBIED ACTIVITY

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY - FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE
C/2-12 PARTNERED WITH 2ND NATIONAL POLICE DIVISION IN OPERATION FIELD OF DREAMS 30 JAN 07, SEIZING 60 X AIF WEAPONS.

SECURITY - COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS
A/1-14 CAV CONDUCTED OPERATION CHICKEN RUN IN DOURA ON 30 JAN 07, SEIZING 1 X MORTAR SYSTEM AND 75 X MORTAR ROUNDS.

SECURITY - COUNTER-EXTRA JUDICIAL KILLING
IN THE PAST WEEK, MND-B HAS CONDUCTED 2 X SUCCESSFUL COUNTER-EJK OPERATIONS, DETAINING 6 X AIF FOR EJK ACTIVITY.

GOVERNANCE
PEOPLE IN TAMIYAH ARE COMPLAINING ABOUT THE CITY COUNCIL FOR FAILING TO SOLVE PROBLEMS AND NOT COORDINATING WITH THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT TO FIGHT TERRORISM. CITIZENS ALSO STATE, "THEY NEED TO CREATE JOBS AND PROVIDE FUEL."

ECONOMICS (INFRASTRUCTURE AND BASIC SERVICES)
THE TIGHT SECURITY AROUND SADR CITY IS DRIVING PRICES UP ON ALL BASIC SERVICE NEEDS. SOME PRICES HAVE TRIPLED DURING THE PAST TWO DAYS. THE CITIZENS IN SADR CITY SAY THE NUMBER OF CARS WAITING FOR FUEL HAS BEEN UNBELIEVABLE.

COMMUNICATIONS

FUTURE OPERATIONS

2/LCD CONDUCTS OPERATION SPARTAN VI, A CORDON AND SEARCH 4 FEB 07 IOT DISRUPT AIF AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT ZONES.

SECRET // REL TO USA IRQ and MCI//20170203

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BDA</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEEK</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SINCE 15 DEC 06</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION

NEUTRALIZE AIF
- INCIDENT LEVELS HAVE DROPPED BELOW THE TEN WEEK AVERAGE.
- AQI ATTEMPTING TO MEND TIES WITH ALBU ISSA TRIBE IN FALLUJAH.
- K-3 OIL REFINERY AND KHAFFAJIYAH SERVE AS REFUGE FOR TRIAD-AREA INSURGENTS.
- AQI, IJ, AND 1920 REVOLUTIONARY BDE HELD MEETINGS TO DISCUSS FUTURE COOPERATION AND COMBINED ATTACKS ON MNF.
- THREATS OF COMPLEX ATTACKS AND SUICIDE ATTACKS CONTINUE THROUGHOUT MNF-W AO.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1) ERU-2 BN DISCOVERED LARGE WEAPONS CACHE 5KM N OF RAMADI
2) 1/7 IA BDE OPERATION NEW DAY
3) 4TH RECONNAISSANCE PLATOON HELO RAID

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
- BCT-8 (HB-03A) FRAGO 113-07 LITERACY COURSE BEGINS 18 FEB, REGULAR TRAINING COMMENCES 25 FEB.
- JIPTC 36 GRADUATED AT TOTAL OF 1,090 IP ON 1 FEB

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
- THE NEW GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE OPENED ON 1 FEB IN AL QAIM, COMPLETING THE NUMBER ONE ENGINEER PROJECT FOR MNF-W. THIS ENHANCES GROWTH THROUGH THE FREE FLOW OF GOODS.
- GOVERNOR MAHMOON ATTENDED THE OPENING OF THE ADULT LITERACY PROGRAM IN JAZEERA ON 26 JAN. HIS ATTENDANCE ILLUSTRATED HIS ENHANCED VISIBILITY IN LEADERSHIP ROLE.
- SAIED HUSSEIN AL-ALWANI, A MEMBER OF THE AL ANBAR PC WAS MURDERED BY AL QAEDA.
ENEMY SITUATION

IN DUYAL, AIF ARE USING DIFFERENT METHODS TO BREACH CF ARMOR. IED'S ARE SHOWING INCREASING LETHALITY DUE TO LARGER ORDNANCE. IN KIRKUK, REPORTING INDICATES A NEW JAM CELL HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED AND IS CURRENTLY CONDUCTING KIDNAPPING OPERATIONS TO FUND FUTURE ATTACKS. IN SAD, CORRUPTION, EXTORTION, AND LACK OF SECURITY AT THE BAY OIL REFINERY AND ALONG THE PIPELINES CONTINUE TO FINANCE AND SUPPORT AIF. IN NINEWA, AIF ATTACKS CONTINUE TO BE FOCUSED PRIMARILY AGAINST ISF.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. TWO VBIED ATTACKS IN KIRKUK CITY CAUSING 13 CIV KILLED AND 34 CIV INJURED ON 29 JAN.
2. IRAQI MALE SEEN WEARING ACUs IN SAMARRA, HE PURCHASED IN BAGHDAD ON 29 JAN, THIS IS THE FIRST REPORT OF ACLU'S BEING WORN BY NON-CF IN MNF.
3. TWO HIGH PROFILE ATTACKS IN DUYAL TARGETING SHIA MOSQUES RESULTING IN 30 CIV KILLED AND 109 WOUNDED ON 30 JAN.
4. 3/5 IA DETECTED AND DESTROYED A VBIED FROM ENTERING THEIR COMPOUND IN MUQADDIYAH ON 31 JAN.
5. 2 US CITIZENS KIDNAPPED BELONGING TO A NGO (NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION), THE CHRISTIAN PEACEMAKER TEAM REPORTED BY THE NINEWA PCC ON 28 JAN.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY & TRANSITION

- BALAD RZU IPS DISRUPTED A SUICIDE BOMBERS ATTEMPT TO ATTACK ON A MOSQUE ON 29 JAN '07.
- MG EN HADI IRAQI BORDER POLICE, ON HIS OWN ACCORD, WOULD NOT PAY THOSE IBP'S NOT SHOWING FOR WORK.
- LTG ARRIVED TO TAKE OVER COMMAND OF 3RD BRIGADE, 5 IA. PREVIOUSLY SHIA, COMMANDED 2-2/5 IA AND IS WELL CONNECTED WITH SEVERAL RELATIVES IN THE IA INCLUDING ONE SERVING AT MOD.

COMMUNICATIONS

- PDDP GHANEM OF DUYAL BEGAN A SERIES OF WEEKLY RADIO ADDRESSES VIA IRIT RADIO, TO RAISE HIS VISIBILITY AMONG THE PROVINCE AND KEEP THE PEOPLE BETTER INFORMED ON THEIR SECURITY SITUATION.

GOVERNANCE

ON JAN07 THE MCC JUDGES LEFT FOR BAGHDAD IN ORDER TO ATTEND AN INTERNATIONAL JUDICIAL CONFERENCE IN EUROPE. THE NINEWA PRT HELD A BRIEF CEREMONY TO RECOGNIZE THE JUDGES' PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFICULT CONDITIONS

ECONOMICS

PM MALIKI AND LTG LAMB ISSUED LTG AZIZ ORDERS TO SECURE THE REFINERY WITH IA, SIBS' AND THE CURRENT OIL PROTECTION FORCE.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPERATIONS

OP NORTHERN SECURITY
- OP SNAKE KILLER
- FOCUSED STABILIZATION OP PARTNERED RESPONSE.

SECRET // REL TO USA IQ AND MCC // 20170205

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27JAN-02FEB</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 14DEC06)</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Approved for Release by: MG Michael X. Garrett, USCENCOM Chief of Staff, Declassified on: 201506
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ENEMY SITUATION

1. NO AIF ACTIVITY DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
2. NO THREAT INFO

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

RRT OPENING CEREMONY: 1 FEB
- KRG PM NECHIRVAN, US EMBASSADOR KHALILZARD AND OTHER RRT OFFICIALS ATTENDED.
- RRT WILL PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN RECONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT OF KURD REGION.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

- BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
  - MITT TRAINING SUPPORT
  - TRAINING FOR 2 IA REINFORCEMENT TO BAGHDAD: ON GOING
  - PROVISION CEREMONY IN ISF COMMAND (29 JAN)
- NEUTRALIZE AIF
  - FRAMEWORK OPS (20 ~ 26. JAN): GUARDIAN, MILKYWAY
  - QRF READINESS ENFORCEMENT: 30. JAN ~ 11. MAR
    - ASHURA & ARBAEEN
- ATMOSPHERICS
  - OBJECTION TO THE PLACING PHESHIMERGA IN BAGHDAD
    - THE LEADER OF KIU (30 JAN)
  - PRESIDENT BARZANI HAD A MEETING WITH A US VICE CHAIRMAN OF JCS: 1 FEB
- ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE
  - PM NECHIRVAN MET THE REPRESENTATIVE OF DUBAI EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 31 JAN
    - DISCUSSED ABOUT COOPERATION MEASURES ON INVESTMENT BETWEEN UAE & KRG.
- BUILD LEGITIMATE IRAQI GOVERNMENT (BUILDING CONFIDENCE)

Current / Future OPERATIONS & EVENTS

1. FRAMEWORK OPS: FEB 4 ~ 10 FEB
2. ASHURA & ARBAEEN: 30 JAN ~ 11 MAR
3. TAE KWON DO COMPETITION IN ZAYTUN: 7 FEB
The overall security situation in AL QUADISIYAH province remains relatively tense.

The overall security situation in WASIT Province is tense. ISF and CF have completed two cordon & search OPN in the Al QASS area (MB 612 545).

There have been no IDF attacks on CF in MND CS AO in the past week.

Two peaceful demonstrations took place in AL HAMZAHAH (MA 980 100) and in AD DIWANIYAH (MA 9541) during the week. Both demonstrations ended without any incidents.

---

**WECAH SIGNIFICANT EVENTS**

1. IDF attack
2. IED attack
3. IED found
4. SAF
5. Cordon & Search
6. Complex attacks
7. Plaseion
8. ordering
9. Mapping
10. Miscellaneous

---

**CURRENT ASSESSMENT**

**BUILD A CAPABLE ISF (ISF INCREASINGLY IN THE LEAD)**

IBP:

BIT's have little or no support in terms of security and QRF from the MND CS. The BIT's are an hour and a half from the FOB (Camp Delta) and all the BIT's really have is ECAS if it even gets approved due to the 5 nautical mile zone.

IP:

At the moment the PDoP is working against the installment of the new deputy. The reason could be that he is afraid that the deputy will take over his position as Police chief.

IA:

CH of EngC and BDC, attend a conference in Bagdad 31 JAN. The CO presented a briefing regarding the situation in the ENGC.

MITT situation: 01 FEB the new US DIV MITT arrived in Camp Echo.

**BUILDING LEGITIMATE IRAQI GOVERNMENT:**

NSTR

---

**Current / Future OPERATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27 JAN – 02 FEB 07</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 02)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CURRENT SITUATION

Current Situation. Reduction in number and intensity of IDF and DF attacks. Increased tempo in MNF strike ops against IDF teams combined with reports that BasrahIs are increasingly turning against IDF teams are putting MNF on front foot.

Building an Independent Iraq.
- IA continue to carry out Independent operations, building on success of Op SINBAD with Op SCORPION STING, an IA-led cordon and search op to increase security.

Capability of the ISF. Increasing confidence in IA to coordinate large ops. Continued concern over IPS reliability due to latent SCU influence, although formation of the new, screened BCU gives some cause for optimism.

Atmospheres:
- Basra: Indications that local populace are becoming increasingly anti-AIF, and increasingly reporting IDF team activity to MNF.
- Cooperation with local Govt and the ISF returned to normality.
- Maysan: NSTR.
- Dhi Qar: NSTR.
- Al Muthanna: NSTR.

Neutralizing the AIF. Strike ops to neutralize AIF continue, with further ops planned to exploit C2 triggers.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE WEEK

1. Op PHOENIX III - 27 Jan 07 - Arms Cache found and cleared - 400+ mortars.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

The high tempo of MNF strike ops is set to continue to deter and disrupt AIF activity. However, IDF and opportunity attacks on MNF patrols are expected to continue.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPS

Current Ops: Ops in support of Hostages Release, Op TACHBROOK and Op VEDETTE.

Future Ops: Ops NEWQUAY, FISHER II and SADDLERS - all C2-initiated. Op OKO - 4 Feb 07.
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Capable ISF (ISF Increasingly in Lead)
- IA Independent and Combined operations continue to trend positive across ITO. Public trust and confidence building in areas outside of Baghdad. Successful combined operations in Ramadi, Turki, and Baghdad demonstrate effectiveness of ISF to citizens and dismiss accusations of corruption and sectarian targeting.
- IP/NP charges of capitulation, complicity in sectarian violence, and lack of trust in parts of Baghdad remain a problem.
- Administrative and Logistical Support shortcomings continue (pay, under-manning, support equip, fuel). The problem is especially severe for the Department of Border Enforcement.

- AIF Neutralized (Al Qaeda Out)
  - Attacks UP (1108-1114), above the 12 Week Average. Effectiveness rate DOWN (25%-22%) and below the 12 Week Average (24%).
  - Battle Casualties UP by 16% (1164-1353) above the 12 Week Average (964).
  - Civilians UP 24% (769-955) above the 12 Week Average, ISF UP 26% (189-239), above the 12 Week Average. Coalition DOWN 23% (206-159), above the 12 Week Average.
  - IEDs DOWN 1% (700-691), above the 12 Week Average. ‘F&C’ Rate UP (45%-46%).
  - EFPs DOWN (12-6), with 5 ‘F&C’. Current employment trend shows enemy has ability to surge for 2-3 weeks before a 2-3 week decrease. This is the third week of a decrease.
  - VBIED Attacks UP by 15 to 35 with 5 ‘F&C’. Effectiveness percentage rate DOWN. Casualties per attack were DOWN at 11.2, below the 12 Week Average.
  - Suicide Attacks UP (7-13), above the 12 Week Average. Vest type attacks UP (3-9).
  - Attacks on civilians have been increasing over the last four weeks.
  - Attacks against ISF have been very consistent since July. Resulting casualties had been decreasing over the last 20 weeks, but have been increasing over the last 3 to a 15-week high during the current week.

- Support an Independent Iraq (Building Confidence)
  - Public atmospherics remain mixed, but showing increased frustration with GoI security activities. Expectations for CF to improve security situation are high.
  - Fuel, Electricity, Security, Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the ITO.
  - Tribal tensions and violence continue with risk of undermining security efforts, particularly in Diyala and Salah Ad Din.
12 February 2007
Operations Against Death Squads – 120430FEB07

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJSOTF Conducted an Overwatch OP IVO New Baghdad, 11 FEB 07 IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members ONGOING

SECRET // REL TO USA, MCFI // 20170212 // DISPLAY ONLY TO IRQ
Operations Against Death Squads Weekly

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CISOFT Conducted a Raid OP IVO NewBaghdad, 02 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members
   1 x DETAINED
   JACKPOT, 3 x DETAINED

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CISOFT Conducted a Raid OP IVO Sadr City, 02 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members
   1 x DETAINED

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CISOFT Conducted a Raid OP IVO Rashid, 03 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members

MND BAGHDAD: TM CIP Conducted a Raid OP IVO Rusafa, 04 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members
   2 x DETAINED

MND NORTH: IA MPLT & CISOFT Conducted a Raid OP IVO Baqubah, 04 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members
   1 x DETAINED, 1 x EKIA

MND BAGHDAD: TM CIP Conducted a Raid OP IVO Adhamiyah, 06 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members
   1 x JACKPOT

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CISOFT Conducted a Raid OP IVO Rashid, 07 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members
   1 x DETAINED

MND BAGHDAD: ERU & CISOFT Conducted a Raid OP IVO E of Baghdad, 07 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members
   6 x DETAINED

MND BAGHDAD: ICF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Sadr City, 07 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members
   6 x DETAINED

MND BAGHDAD: TM CIP Conducted a Raid OP IVO Adhamiyah, 09 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members
   3 x DETAINED

---

Death Squad BDA
Number of Missions: 10

- Cell Leaders: 02
- Detainees: 16
- Total: 18
ENEMY SITUATION

MND-BAGHDAD AVERAGED 77 ATTACKS PER DAY OVER THE LAST WEEK. THIS IS A DECREASE FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S ACTIVITY OF 90. VBIED ACTIVITY DECREASED TO 14 ATTACKS FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S 35 ATTACKS.IED AND SMALL ARMS FIRE ACCOUNTED FOR 82% OF ALL ATTACKS. MURDER VICTIMS DECREASED THIS WEEK TO 64 FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK OF 110 AND REMAINED CONCENTRATED WEST OF THE TIGRIS RIVER.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

VBIED ACTIVITY
Activity
F = FOUND
S = SUICIDE

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY – FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE
4/6 IA CONDUCTED OPERATION BRONZE EAGLE ON 6 FEB 07 NORTH OF MAHMUDIYAH, DETAINING 11 X HVTS AND 4 X FOREIGNERS.

SECURITY – COUNTER INSURGENCY OPERATIONS
3-2 SBCT AND 1-14a conduct a precision strike against AQI VBIED cell that resulted in 10 x Abu Nuri VBIED leaders and AQI operatives KIA.

SECURITY – COUNTER – EXTRA JUDICIAL KILLING
MND-B conducted 2 X SUCCESSFUL COUNTER-EJ OPERATIONS IN THE PAST WEEK, DETAINING 4 X MAF FOR EJ ACTIVITY.

GOVERNANCE
THE CITIZENS OF MADA’IN BLAME THE GOVERNMENT OF IRAQ AND THE MINISTRY OF INTERIOR FOR THEIR PROBLEMS. PEOPLE ARE BLAMING MOI FOR FAILING TO PROTECT BUSY AND CROWDED AREAS IN BAGHDAD. THE SAYDIYAH MARKET STREETS IS 200 METERS LONG AND EASILY CONTROLLED BY TWO CHECKPOINTS, YET TERRORISTS SUCCESSFULLY ATTACKED THIS BUSY ECONOMIC AREA.

ECONOMICS (INFRASTRUCTURE AND BASIC SERVICES)
GHAZIYAH CITIZENS ARE COMPLAINING THAT GOVERNMENT DELIVERED ITEMS ARE NOT BEING DELIVERED ON TIME. CITIZENS WANT TO KNOW WHY THE GOVERNMENT IS MAKING IT SO HARD FOR THE AVERAGE PERSON WHILE DOING NOTHING AGAINST THE MILITIAS. THE GOVERNMENT IS ALWAYS SAYING IT WILL COMPENSATE CITIZENS FOR ITEMS THAT THEY ARE NOT RECEIVING. THE GOVERNMENT IS NOT FOLLOWING THROUGH ON THEIR PROMISES. THE PEOPLE OF GHAZIYAH ALSO WANT TO KNOW WHY THE GOVERNMENT IS NOT TAKING ACTION TO STOP THE BLACK MARKET.

COMMUNICATIONS
SOME MEDIA SOURCES ARE REPORTING THAT THE FIGHT AGAINST THE SOLDIERS OF HEAVEN IN AN NAJAF WAS ACTUALLY AN ATTACK ON TRIBAL GROUPS. THE SHEIKES IN SHIA’AB DON’T BELIEVE THIS BECAUSE THE SOLDIERS OF HEAVEN GROUP HAD SOPHISTICATED WEAPONS SUCH AS ANTI-AIRCRAFT WEAPONS. THE PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT THE WEAPONS MUST HAVE COME FROM 1-4 BCT BECAUSE TRIBES DON’T HAVE AAA WEAPONS.

FUTURE OPERATIONS

3-2 SBCT WILL CONDUCT OPERATION ARROWHEAD STRIKE 7, A BCT CLEARING OPERATION IN RUSAFAH 10-12 FEB 07.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>TOTAL SINCE 15 DEC 06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEEK</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>2017200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECRET // REL TO USA - IRAQ and MCFP// 20170203

162
ENEMY SITUATION

NEUTRALIZE AIF

- AQIZ CONTINUES ATTEMPTS TO CONTROL BLACK MARKET GASOLINE SALES.
- MURDER AND INTIMIDATION REMAINS INTACT IN TRIAD.
- ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ PROPAGANDA EFFORTS INCLUDE FUNDING TO HOSPITALS, SCHOOLS, OTHER CIVIC PROJECTS.
- THREATS OF COMPLEX ATTACKS AND SUICIDE ATTACKS CONTINUE THROUGHOUT MNF-W AO.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1) T-14a COMPLETED THIRD SUCCESSFUL HELIBORNE RAID ALONG THE WESTERN EUPHRATES RIVER VALLEY
2) OPERATION BULLRUSH II ENTERS PHASE III
3) OPERATIONS TO RECOVER/DESTROY DOWNED CH-46

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF

- BCT-8 (HB-03A) FRAGO 113-07 LITERACY COURSE BEGINS 18 FEB, REGULAR TRAINING COMMENCES 25 FEB.
- 1051 IP GRADUATED FROM JIPTC 36 ON 1 FEB 07

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ

- KEY FALLUJAH COUNCIL MEMBER MR. ABBAS WAS ASSASSINATED ON 2 FEB NEAR HIS RESIDENCE IN NORTH CENTRAL FALLUJAH BY UNIDENTIFIED ASSAILANTS. MR. ABBAS WAS A MAINSTAY AND BACKBONE OF THE FALLUJAH CITY COUNCIL.

- CF DELIVERED 9.3 BILLION IRAQI DINAR TO THE RAFIDAN BANK IN CENTRAL FALLUJAH. THE BANK MANAGER HAS REQUESTED THAT FUTURE MOVEMENTS BE EXECUTED WITH IP PROVIDING SECURITY.

- OPCON OF 1ST IA DIVISION CIVIL AFFAIRS TRANSITIONED TO IRAQI GROUND FORCE CONTROL ON FEB 7. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CIVIL AFFAIRS CAPABILITY IN THE ISF CONTINUES, PUTTING AN IRAQI FACE ON CMO TO ENABLE ULTIMATE TRANSITION TO PROVINCIAL IRAQI CONTROL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Roll Up</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Dec to Present</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2832</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION

IN DIAWAL, DANGEROUS TTP'S LIKE PROPANE TANK IED's, EFP's AND AT MINES WILL CONTINUE TO SPREAD ACROSS THE AO WHILE AIF KEEP UP THEIR ATTEMPTS TO BREACH OUR ARMOR. IN SAD, AN INFUX OF FIGHTERS FROM THE WEST AND THE SOUTH WILL CONTINUE TO REINFORCE EXISTING AIF, THESE FIGHTERS WILL BRING MANPOWER AS WELL AS DIFFERENT TTP'S. IN KIRKUK, RECENT REPORTING INDICATES THAT BA'ATH PARTY AND AQIZ IN HAWLA MERGED AND ARE LIKELY OPERATING UNDER THE NAME OF ISI. IN NINEWA, AIF WILL FOCUS ATTACKS AGAINST ISI AND THESE ATTACKS WILL BE DELIBERATE, COORDINATED AND MOST LIKELY ON THE EAST SIDE IN RETALIATION TO IP STATIONS NOT COOPERATING WITH AIF.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. COORDINATED ATTACK IN KIRKUK CITY, THREE IED'S AND SEVEN VBED ATTACKS CAUSING 1 CIV KILLED AND 16 CIV INJURED ON 03 FEB.
2. IP STATION WAS OVERRUN BY AIF, 1-2/3 IA RESPONDED AND KILLED 4X AIF, DETAINED 2X AIF. CORRUPT MAYOR, IP CHIEF AND IPS WERE ARRESTED BY IA IVQI TAL AFAR ON 05 FEB.
3. OP EMMERY, B/1:505 AND 2/4 IA CAPTURED 12X AIF FROM BUIWARI IED CELL AND FOUND/CLEARED CACHE IVO BAVI ON 07 FEB.
4. 2/2 IA DETAINED TWO INDIVIDUALS, WHO REVEALED A LARGE CACHE AND LED TO A RAID AND DETENTION OF 6X AIF TO INCLUDE THE CELL LEADER IVO MOSUL ON 07 FEB. IED RIGGED HOUSE SUSPECTED TO BE CACHE SITE RESULTED IN 3X CF KIA AND 6X CF WIA
5. IVO BAGHUBAH ON 09 FEB.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY & TRANSITION
- 2/4 Conducted a cordon and search of Muhallabiyah Ivo Tal Afar in order to stabilize the populace of the city on 05 FEB.

COMMUNICATIONS
- 1/27 in conjunction with 2/7 & EOD conducted a search of a photo shop. Items in this cache included 2X mortar tubes, 7X 120mm, 2X pipe bombs, 1X bag of fuses, 2X ammo cans, and various IED making material.

GOVERNANCE
- DAIYAA detention summit- A small step forward in rule of law in DAIYAA province. A detention procedures workshop in Baghbagh attended by investigative judges and IP interrogators, grew into a detention summit with the unexpected attendance of Governor Razz and a senior MOI rep.

ECONOMICS
- The permanent POE closure at Muthanna and Parweez Khan continues to be a major concern as to the effects it will have on the Khanaqin area. Atmospherics indicate that the economic ramifications of a permanent closure to these POEs will be felt deeply by the local people living in the area far more than it will be felt by those in the central government living in Baghdad.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPERATIONS

OP PANTHER SECURITY, OP BLACK GOLD, OP SAGUARO, OP THEIB AL SAYAD, OP THERMOPYLAE, OP ARTHUR, OP MAYFLOWER, OP OAKLAND, OP TURKCO, OP AGAVE CULV, OP KNIGHT STALKER, OP FREMONT, OP RUILE, OP JUSTICE FOR ALL, OP COMPTON
OP NORTHERN SECURITY, OP SNAKE KILLER

BDA

SECRET // REL TO USA, MCFI //
20170211 // DISPLAY ONLY TO IRQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03FEB-09FEB</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| TOTAL (AS OF 14DEC06) | 472 | 76   | 1000| 123
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ENEMY SITUATION

1. NO AIF ACTIVITY DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
2. NO THREAT INFO

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

- Taekwondo Competition: 7-8 FEB
- Information exchange: 7-8 FEB

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

- BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
  - MITT TRAINING SUPPORT
  - TRAINING 2/1 BN FOR REINFORCEMENT TO BAGHDAD ON GOING
- NEUTRALIZE AIF
  - FRAMEWORK OPS: GUARDIAN, MILKYWAY
- ATMOSPHERICS
  - KRG Minister of health denied sign of Al virus in Koysinjaq
  - Nechirvan KRG PM, ‘integrated the chamber of commerce and industry
- ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE
  - Press conference regarding 2007 major reconstruction projects w/ local media.
  - DOD Project Official visited Kurdish region
    - coordination meeting with KRG for investment
    - participated the opening ceremony of shopping mall
- BUILD LEGITIMATE IRAQI GOVERNMENT (BUILDING CONFIDENCE)
  - KRG was urging more robust activities at CPs in Erbil

Current / Future OPERATIONS & EVENTS

1. FRAMEWORK OPS: 3 ~ 9 FEB
2. ASHURA & ARBA'EEEN: 30 JAN ~ 11 MAR 3.
3. PICC / DBE visit: 11 FEB (Department of Border Enforcement)
4. Literacy School for LN (14 FEB 07 ~ 14 FEB 08)
5. USOD for finance and management visite ZAYTUN: 11 FEB

LEGEND

1. COORDINATED POINT
2. STATE ROAD
3. MAJOR SUB-DISTRICT
4. BUILDING A CAPABLE ISF
5. NEUTRALIZING AIF
6. ENERGY ASSETS & INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY
7. LEGITIMATE IRAQI GOVERNMENT
The overall security situation in AL QUADISIYAH province remains relatively tense. The overall security situation in WASIT Province is tense. Especially the northwest parts of WASIT province have had a significant increase of IED, VBIED and IDF in the past week. There have been no IDF attacks on CF in MND CS AO in the past week. Two peaceful demonstrations took place in AS SUWAYRAH, (MA 7944) and in SHAYTH SA’D (PB 200 035) during the week. Both demonstrations ended without any incidents.

**WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS**

1. IDF attack
2. IED attack
3. IED found
4. SAF
5. Cordon & Search
6. Capture
7. Detention
8. Bombing
9. Wounding
10. Casualties
11. Casualties

**CURRENT ASSESSMENT**

**BUILD A CAPABLE ISF [ISF INCREASINGLY IN THE LEAD]**

IBP:
POETT is in desperate need of baggage scanners and PICES. Only one backscatter x-ray vehicle is operational at the POE.

IP:
This week MND CS handed out a MOU between CF and MOI, concerning Police partnership program and transition teams to the Chairman of Provincial Council. The purpose with the hand out of the MOU is to inform the Provincial council, PDOP and Governor that the MOI has agreed full cooperation with the CF. And thereby are the Provincial Council, PDOP and the Governor also obligated to cooperate with CF.

IA:
IA ENG Coy and 411 ENG BN conducted Bridge Inspection. US MP trained IA MP Coy in maintenance of HMMWW.

**BUILDING LEGITIMATE GOVERNMENT:**

NSTR

**Current / Future OPERATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>03 – 09 FEB 07</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03 – 09 FEB 07</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 09 FEB 07)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CURRENT SITUATION

Current Situation. A significant reduction in IDF attacks this week was marred by a single attack at BP on Fri 9 Feb, resulting in (10) CF Cas and (1) LN Cas. C-IDF surge ops continue to be central in our efforts with more planned C2 triggered ops. Basrahris continue to turn against IDF teams with maximum use of PSYOPS to highlight the extent of collateral damage. Two IEDs have caused 2 MNF KIA.

Building an Independent Iraq:
IA continue to carry out independent operations. Op SINBAD Pulse 17/18 was entirely IA led with full support from the Iraqi Traffic Police and IPS.

Capability of the ISF:
Increasing confidence in the IA to coordinate large ops, although concern remains over IPS reliability due to latent SCU Influence. Formation of the new, screened BCU gives some cause for optimism.

Atmospheres:
• Basra: Indications that local populace are becoming increasingly anti-AIF, and increasingly reporting IDF team activity to MNF.
• Cooperation with local Govt and the ISF returned to normality.
• Maysan: new PDOP ensuring equilibrium and stability.
• Dhi Qar: NSTR.
• Al Muthanna: NSTR.

Neutralizing the AIF:
Tempo of Raid Ops to neutralize AIF continue, with further ops planned.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE WEEK

3. Op SINBAD Pulse 17/18 – 6-8 Feb 07.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

MNF Raid Ops continue to keep us on the front foot, denying MIAM the freedom of movement they need and targeting key team members. The level of IDF attacks reduced significantly against January levels.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPS

Current Ops: Ops in support of Hostages Release, Op TACBROOK and Op VEDETTE.
Future Ops: Ops SHANGHAI, NEWQUAY, FISHER II and SADDLERS – all C2-initiated.
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Capable ISF (ISF Increasingly in Lead)
- IA Independent and Combined operations continue to trend positive across ITO. Public trust and confidence building in areas outside of Baghdad.
- IP/NP charges of capitulation, complicity in sectarian violence, and lack of trust in parts of Baghdad remain a problem.
- Administrative and Logistical Support shortcomings continue (pay, under-manning, support equip, fuel). The problem is especially severe for the Department of Border Enforcement.

AIF Neutralized (Al Qaeda Out)
- Attacks **DOWN (1121-1040)**, **above the 12 Week Average**. Effectiveness rate **DOWN (22%-21%)** and **below the 12 Week Average (24%)**.
- Battle Casualties **DOWN by 11% (1357-1204)**, **above the 12 Week Average (964)**.
- Civilians **DOWN 7% (954-883)**, **above the 12 Week Average**, ISF **DOWN 25% (240-180)**, **above the 12 Week Average**.
- Coalition **DOWN 13% (163-141)**, **below the 12 Week Average**.
- IEDs **DOWN 13% (699-610)**, **below the 12 Week Average**. ‘F&C’ Rate **UP (45%-48%)**.
- EFPs **UP (7-11)**, with 1 ‘F&C’. Current employment trend shows enemy has ability to surge for 2-3 weeks before a 2-3 week decrease. This is the first week of an increase.
- VBIED Attacks **DOWN by 1 to 34 with 5 ‘F&C’**. Effectiveness percentage rate **UP**. Casualties per attack were **UP at 16.2, above the 12 Week Average**.
- Suicide Attacks **DOWN (13-6)**, **below the 12 Week Average**. Vest type attacks **UP (3-9)**.
- Attacks on civilians have been increasing over the last six weeks, though steady over last two.
- Attacks against ISF have been very consistent since July. Resulting casualties had been decreasing over the last 20 weeks, but have been fluctuating recently.

Support an Independent Iraq (Building Confidence)
- Public atmospherics remain mixed, but showing increased frustration with Gol security activities. Expectations for CF to improve security situation are high.
- Fuel, Electricity, Security, Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the ITO.
- Tribal tensions and violence continue with risk of undermining security efforts, particularly in Diyala and Salah Ad Din.
19 February 2007
Operations Against Death Squads – 190430FEB07
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Operations

CONOP A15-055 (CRUX), 11 1600C FEB 07, E Baghdad, 2-1 (CT)
ISOF BDE over watch elements and USSOF advisors conducting
over watch operations along route Pluto (38S MB 5145 8765 to
38S MB 5195 8695) to target AIF. (EJK) Ongoing / NSTR

CITY of BAGHDAD

SECRET // REL TO USA, MCFI //
20170219 // DISPLAY ONLY TO IRQ
Operations Against Death Squads Weekly

**MND BAGHDAD**: TM CIF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Adhamiyah, 10 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members — 3 x Detained

**MND BAGHDAD**: ISOF & CISOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Sadr City, 11 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members — 6 x Detained

**MND BAGHDAD**: ISOF & CISOTF Conducted an Overwatch OP IVO New Baghdad, 11 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members — ONGOING/NSTR

**MND BAGHDAD**: IA SCT & CISOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Karkh, 13 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members — 1 x JACKPOT, 1 x Detained

**MND BAGHDAD**: TM CIF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Mansour, 14 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members — ONGOING/NSTR

**MND BAGHDAD**: ISOF & CISOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO N of Al Hillah, 15 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members — 4 x Detained

**MND BAGHDAD**: Hillah SWAT & CISOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Al Hillah, 16 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members — JACKPOT, 13 x Detained

**MND SOUTH EAST**: ISOF & CISOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Al Amarah, 16 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members — ONGOING/NSTR

---

**Death Squad BDA**

**Number of Missions**: 08

| Cell Leaders | 22 |
| Detainees    | 27 |
| **Total**    | 49 |
ISF INDEPENDENT & COMBINED CF/ISF OPERATIONS
19 FEB 07

LEGEND
- COMB & ISF OP
- INDEPENDENT ISF OP
- ROUTE TAMPA

1/81A, TF 1-4A, OPN POLAR BEAR II - DOURA
1/61A, 1-14 CAV, OPN BEAGLE X - DOURA
1/51A, A/1-14 CAV, OPN BLACK LAB I - DOURA
1/41A, 2-17 FA, OPN MOHAWK - KARADAH
1/51A, 2/5 IA, 2/101 BCT, 4/4 BCT, 2/1 AD, AVN BDE, SUSTAINMENT ROUTE SWEEPS - RT TAMPA
2Nd BDE NB, 4Th BCT, 2-1 BCT, 127 SBCT, TOGETHER FORWARD II - BELADIA
ENEMY SITUATION

MND-BAGHDAD AVERAGED 72 ATTACKS PER DAY OVER THE LAST WEEK. THIS IS A DECREASE IN ACTIVITY EXPERIENCED FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S ATTACK TOTAL OF 77. VBIED ACTIVITY DECREASED TO 13 ATTACKS FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S 14 ATTACKS. IED AND SMALL ARMS FIRE ACCOUNTED FOR 73% OF ALL ATTACKS. MURDER VICTIMS DECREASED TO 39 FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S TOTAL OF 64 AND THE CONCENTRATION OF VICTIMS REMAINED WEST OF THE TIGRIS RIVER.

WEIGHTLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

VBIED ACTIVITY • ACTIVITY • SUIC • BOMBER (F-FOUND S-SUICIDE)

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY - FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE
2/6 IA EDE CONDUCTED TARGETED RAID ON 15 FEB 07 IN TAI SLEEK. 3 OF 9 AIF ON THE TARGET LIST WERE DETAINED AND 2 X AIF WEAPONS CACHES WERE SEIZED.

SECURITY - COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS
2-8 CAV CONDUCTED SCREENING OPERATIONS ON 13 – 14 FEB 07 IN TAI L. 2 X IED'S WERE DETAINED AND 4 X AIF KIA DURING THIS OPERATION. OPERATION ARROWHEAD STRIKE VI (DIV ME) PRODUCED MULTIPLE CACHES AND A MOBILE CACHE. UNIT REPORTS MULTIPLE FRIENDLY ENGAGEMENTS WITH CITIZENS OF SHAAB/UR. THE UNIT ALSO DISCOVERED SUNNI LIVING PEACEFULLY AND AMICABLY IN A PREDOMINATELY SHIA POPULATION BASE - THIS DISCOVERY WAS NOT EXPECTED.

SECURITY - COUNTER-EXTRA JUDICIAL KILLING
THIS WEEK MND-B HAS CONDUCTED 13 X C-EDK OPERATIONS AND DETAINED 12 X AIF, TO INCLUDE 7 X BN AND ABOVE HQS. THE DIVISION DECISIVE OPERATION IN SHAAB/UR CAPTURED 2 X PAX OPERATING A BONGO TRUCK WITH 4 X EXECUTED EJK VICTIMS IN THE BACK OF THE TRUCK.

GOVERNANCE
THE CITIZENS OF KARKH ARE TALKING ABOUT PRIME MINISTER MALIK'S PLEDGE TO CLEAN UP THE IRAQI GOVERNMENT AND REPLACE CORRUPT AND INEFFECTUAL GOVERNMENT MINISTRES. THE ARREST OF THE HEALTH MINISTER WAS A GOOD STEP IN DEMONSTRATING THE PRIME MINISTER'S RESOLVE. THE CITIZENS ARE PLEASED ABOUT PRIME MINISTER MALIK'S PLEDGE TO RETURN THE HOMES AND PROPERTY OF DISPLACED IRAQI PEOPLE.

ECONOMICS (INFRASTRUCTURE AND BASIC SERVICES)
THE LAND REGISTRY BANK IN HILLAH HAS BEGUN TO OFFER LOANS TO UP TO 30,000,000 IQD. THE BANK IS REPORTED TO BE CHARGING A 25% LOAN INTEREST RATE. THE CITIZENS OF HILLAH ARE SAYING THE BANK CHIEF IS CORRUPT AND SUSCEPTIBLE TO BRIEERY. THE AL RASHEED BANK IS ALSO REPORTEDLY CONDUCTING LOANS.

COMMUNICATIONS
IN AMERIYAH THE MAJORITY OF PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT THE GOVERNMENT'S NEW SECURITY PLAN. LOCAL CITIZENS THINK THE NEW SECURITY PLAN WILL NOT ACCOMPLISH THE INTENDED GOALS. IN FACT, THEY THINK IT WILL INCITE MORE VIOLENCE AND SECTARIAN KILLINGS AS LONG AS THE CURRENT GOVERNMENT REMAINS IN POWER.

FUTURE OPERATIONS

3-2 SBCT WILL CONTINUE OPERATION ARROWHEAD STRIKE 6 TO CLEAR SHAAB/UR AND SET CONDITIONS FOR HOLDING OPERATIONS.

176
ENEMY SITUATION

- Neutralize AIF
  - Incident levels have dropped below the 10 week avg.
  - M&I campaign against IP in Ramadi continues with suicide attacks. Western Ramadi Chief of Police was killed by SVBIED attack on 14 Feb 07.
  - Insurgents continue to pursue technology in order to circumvent MNF CIED efforts.
  - Insurgents attempting to limit Internet access in Ramadi.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1) Operation Arbead III (AO Raleigh)
2) Operation Zaidon (AO Raleigh)
3) Operation Police Victory (AO Denver)
4) Operation Murfreesboro (AO Topeka)

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF

- Iraqi Army basic combat course 8 literacy course begins 18 Feb, regular training commences 25 Feb.
- Basic combat course 7 graduated 17 February with 452 graduates.
- Iraqi Ground Forces Command assumed OPCON of 1st ID Division on 15 Feb 07

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ

- Key members of the Anbar "Central Committee," chaired by Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Dr. Rafe Al-Essawi, met at the Prime Minister's Office on Feb. 13. After discussion, Sheikh Ahmed Abu Risha (SAA) brought back compromise proposals to the SAA who accepted the elements of compromise.
- Fallujah city council meeting was held on 13 Feb—the first since the assassination of the council's secretary, Mr. Abbas on 2 Feb. Primary topics were absent council members and how the empty seats will be filled.
- The Fallujah tribal sheikhs' council meeting was held on 10 Feb. Nine area sheikhs, the Fallujah IP chief (Col. Faisal), and CA personnel met to discuss issues such as police raids, detainee releases, and increased dialog between the police and the sheiks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BDA</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Roll Up</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Dec to Present</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>3101</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Approved for Release
Declassified by: MG Michael X. Garrett, 03MAR08
Chief of Staff
Declassified on: 201506

SECRET // REL TO USA IQ and MCFI//20170219
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ENEMY SITUATION

IN DIALA, THE TREND OF LARGER, MORE DESTRUCTIVE IEDS WILL CONTINUE TO DISABLE THE COALITION FORCES ARMORED VEHICLES. IN SAD, UP NORTH, THE ENEMY WILL EMPHASIZE THEIR TARGETING ON CF/SF USING THE ROUTES LEADING TO AND FROM THE BOR. IN THE SOUTH, AIF HAVE INCREASED THEIR EFFORTS TO DISCOURAGE THE COMBINED PRESENCE OF CF/SF, HOLDING OPERATIONS AROUND THE JABOUR PENINSULA. IN KIRKUK, SB SOLDIERS CONTINUE TO PROVE THEIR UNRELIABILITY AND CORRUPTNESS. IN NINEWA, REPORTS INDICATE THAT AIF HAVE FIGURED OUT HOW TO PROCESS FERTILIZER INTO HME WITHOUT THE USE OF REFRIGERATION.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. VBIED ATTACK ON THE AD DAWR IP STATION IVO TIKRIT: STATION DESTROYED; 9X IFS KIA, 3XIPS WIA, 2 CIV INJURED ON 11 FEB.
2. OP JUDGEMENT DAY: IA/CF OFFENSIVE OPS IVO BURHIZ; 36X AIF KIA, 9X AIF DETAINED, 15X IEDS F/C AND CACHES F/C ON 12 FEB.
3. OP SABER DAWN: IA/CF INTEL-DRIVEN RAIDS IVO MUQDAADIYAH; 12 CACHES F/C AND CAPTURE OF TWO KNOWN INSURGENT SUPPLIERS AND LEADERS.
4. IED ATTK ON CF PATROL AND RECOVERY TEAM: 4X CF KIA AND 2X CF WIA IVO BAQUBAH ON 14 FEB.
5. IED ATTK ON TAL AFAR POWER PLANT ON 14 FEB: CITY WIDE POWER OUTAGE, ASSESSED TO BE OUT FOR SEVERAL DAYS.
6. IA SUCCESS: 2/8/1: 14 IA INTEL DRIVEN RAID IN MOSUL FOUND/CLEARED CACHE OF 416X 120mm ARTY RDS AND 27X 120mm MTR RDS ON 16 FEB.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY & TRANSITION
- 2-5 IA CONDUCTED 48 HRS OF SUSTAINED OPERATIONS FROM THE BURHIZ PATROL BASE ISO OPERATION JUDGEMENT DAY.
- IA ACROSS MND-N HAVE ACHIEVED GOOD SUCCESS IN CONDUCTING IA DRIVEN RAIDS, CORDON/SEARCH AND CLEARING SEVERAL CACHES WITHOUT CF SUPPORT.

COMMUNICATIONS
- IN COORDINATION WITH THE PRT, 3BC T, 82ND ABN DIV FACILITATED THE SECOND DACC WITHIN SAD ON 15 FEB IN ORDER TO PROVIDE A FORUM FOR COMMUNITY LEADERS TO ADDRESS ISSUES, PROPOSE SOLUTIONS AND INTERACT WITH THEIR PROVINCE LEADERSHIP.

GOVERNANCE
- A/T-73 CAV CONDUCTED THE KANAAN CITY COUNCIL MEETING ICW THE E/1-12 RUP/TOAL OF SIGNIFICANT NOTE, IG ESSA (1/5 IA CBD) ATTENDED. MEMBERS ADDRESSED SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUES.

ECONOMICS
- THE NINEWA PRT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SECTION VISITED THE NINEWA BUSINESS CENTER ON 14 FEB TO CHECK ON THE PROGRESS OF THE LOWER-LEVEL REFURBISHMENT.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPERATIONS

OP PANTHER SECURITY, OP BLACK GOLD, OP SAGUARO, OP THEB AL SAVAD, OP THERMOPYLAE, OP ARBUTA, OP MAYFLOWER, OP OAKLAND, OP TURLOCK, OP AGAVE, OP KNIGHT, OP振兴, OP FREMONT, OP RIFLE, OP JUSTICE FOR ALL, OP COMPTON, OP ROUND ROCK, OP SNIPER KILLER.

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10FEB-16FEB</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 14DEC06)</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1205</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECRET // REL TO USAIRQ and MCFI//20170213
ENEMY SITUATION

1. NO AIF ACTIVITY DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
2. NO THREAT INFO

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

- DELEGATION OF JAPAN GOVERNMENT VISITED CAMP (9 FEB)
- NEW DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE AND HIS TEAM VISITED CAMP (15 FEB)

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

- BUILD A CAPABLE ISF (1/2 IA DEPLOYMENT TO BAGHDAD)
  - TRAINING CONDUCTED BY ITM IS IN THE FINAL PHASE
  - DEPLOYMENT DATE: AROUND 20 FEB
- NEUTRALIZE AIF
  - FRAMEWORK OPS (10 - 16 FEB): GUARDIAN, MILKYWAY
- ATMOSPHERICS
  - PRESIDENT BARZANI MET PALESTINIAN SPECIAL ENVOY (12 FEB)
  - REGARDING THE TERRORIST ATTACK IN KDP OFFICE IN KIRKUK LAST MONTH, FIRM ACTIVITIES WERE SEEN IN OPS IN IRBL FROM THE 5TH FEB BUT HAVE NOT OBSERVED ANY SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES (15 FEB)
- ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE
  - KRG MINISTER OF TOURISM COUNSEL VISITED LEBANON (12 FEB)
- BUILD LEGITIMATE IRAQ GOVERNMENT (BUILDING CONFIDENCE)
  - RIC CEREMONY PREPARATION
    - PLACE: POLICE ACADEMY (GYM, PARKING LOT, BANQUET HALL, WAITING RM)
    - DIV/EL PROCEED WITH THE PREPARATION IN CLOSE COORDINATION WITH THE KRG IN ACCORDANCE WITH MNC-I GUIDANCE
  - DONATION CEREMONY IN ZERBANI
    - PLACE / PERSONNEL: 5TH ZERBANI DIV HG / 10 PAX INCLUDING ZAYTUN DCG
    - DONATED EQUIPMENT: 2 BILLETES AND 3 FACILITIES
  - EXAMINATION OF FLOODED AREA
    - PLACE / PERSONNEL: DARIATI (PLACE IN LOWLANDS SEASONALLY FLOODED) / 3 PAX (S-3)
  - 8TH KURDISH CLASS OPENING CEREMONY
    - PERSONNEL / PLACE: 153 PAX / HAZAR SCHOOL

LEGEND

Building a Capable ISF
Neutralizing AIF
Energy Assets & Infrastructure Security
Legitimate Iraqi Government

Current / Future OPERATIONS & EVENTS

- FRAMEWORK OPS (17 - 23 FEB)
- CEREMONY TO CELEBRATE THE UNIT ESTABLISHMENT (22 FEB)
ENEMY SITUATION

- JAM increasing activities over last few days in Diwaniyah as show of force and protecting their territory.
- JAM continues to act unabated in this area.
- AIF/ACF main effort remains focused on LN and ISF.
- They use intimidation, kidnapping, violence and murder IOT control LN/ISF.
- Increase in IED activity on MSRs/ASRs a reaction to Baghdad OPS.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. C&S OPS
2. IED attack
3. Rocket/mortar attack
4. SAF
5. EOF

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF (ISF INCREASINGLY IN THE LEAD).

IBP:
- Prepare Mission analysis, and execution of Operation Black Eagle Watch.

IP:
- QUADIYAH
  - PTT conducted a security assessment of IPS. This was conducted through a night patrol with the purpose to assess the amount of IPS patrolling the streets and as a follow up of last week’s security assessment.
  - PTT conducted visits to PHQ, DINHQ and LPS.

WASIT
- PTT conducted visits to PHQ.
- PTT conducted patrol in the Al Kut city.
- PTT conducted convoy to Baghdad with the purpose to re-supply and conduct maintenance.

IA:
- US DIV MITT began construction of a line and block chart for the IA staff sections.
- US DIV MITT successfully implemented a program at the 9IA DIVHQ to share Intelligence Summary with MND CS G2.
- POL BN MITT conducted signal cnr at 1 BN / 1 BDE for soldier from 1 BN / 1 BDE and 3 BN / 3 BDE.

Current / Future OPERATIONS

1. OP SENTRY;
2. OP BLACK EAGLE WATCH;
3. OP BLACK ANVIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-16 FEB 07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MND - SE
10 Feb 07 – 16 Feb 07

CURRENT SITUATION

Current Situation. Search and Detain ops have continued throughout the week. Op TROY (part of country wide surge op) and Op TOKYO (POE closure op) have further constrained AIF activities. Further search and detain ops are being conducted (in conjunction with ISOF) within in the surge ops matrix. AIF kinetic reaction is being robustly countered with only 2 CF-WIA but an estimated 3 AIF KIA and at least 6 AIF WIA. Phased array EFP attack on the C-130 demonstrate a continued innovative and offensive approach by the opposition.

Building an Independent Iraq.
Continued financial investment in medium term infrastructure projects following on from Op SINBAD.

Capability of the ISF.
Continued financial investment in medium term infrastructure projects following on from Op SINBAD.

Atmospheres:
- Basra: Indications that local populace are becoming increasingly anti-AIF, there is popular support for both cordon & detain ops and the heightened security provided by Op TROY.
- Maysan: New PDoP ensuring equilibrium and stability although Al Amarah remains tense due to JAM fears of MNF attack and the presence of key players who have ‘fled’ the surge ops in Baghdad and Basrah.
- Dhi Qar: NSTR.
- Al Muthanna: NSTR.

Neutralizing the AIF.
Tempo of RaId Ops to neutralize AIF continue, with further ops planned.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE WEEK

1. IED strike on C-130 (Op FAREHNEIT – a/c destruction)
2. Ops SADDLERS, CARDIFF 2, SADDLERS 2, CARSULAS and PEGASUS – 5 detainees + munitions

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

MNF RaId Ops continue to keep us on the front foot, denying MJAM the freedom of movement they need and targeting key team members. The level of IDF attacks reduced significantly against January levels.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPS

Current Ops: Ops In support of Hostages Release, Op TACHBROOK, VEDETTE, TROY & TOKYO.
Future Ops: Ops SHANGHAI & RMIN – all C2-initiated.
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

**Capable ISF (ISF Increasingly in Lead)**
- IA Independent and Combined operations continue to trend positive across ITO. Public trust and confidence building in areas outside of Baghdad.
- IP/NP charges of capitulation, complicity in sectarian violence, and lack of trust in parts of Baghdad remain a problem.
- Administrative and Logistical Support shortcomings continue (support equip, fuel). The problem is especially severe for the Department of Border Enforcement.

**AIF Neutralized (Al Qaeda Out)**
- Attacks **UP (1046-1088)**, above the 12 Week Average. Effectiveness rate **DOWN (21%-20%)** and below the 12 Week Average (24%).
- Battle Casualties **DOWN by 18% (1206-985)**, still above the 12 Week Average (968).
- Civilians **DOWN 22% (884-689)** above the 12 Week Average, ISF **UP 17% (189-222)**, above the 12 Week Average. Coalition SAME (142), below the 12 Week Average.
- IEDs **UP 15% (612-701)**, above the 12 Week Average. ‘F&C’ Rate SAME (48%).
- EFPs **DOWN (12-3)**, with 2 ‘F&C’. Current employment trend shows enemy has ability to surge for 2-3 weeks before a 2-3 week decrease. This is the first week of a decrease.
- VBIED Attacks **DOWN by 4 to 30 with 5 ‘F&C’.** Casualties per attack were **DOWN at 17.7**, above the 12 Week Average.
- Suicide Attacks **UP (6-10)**, above the 12 Week Average. Vest type attacks **DOWN (3-2)**.
- Attacks on civilians dropped to 88, after 5 weeks of increasing attacks that peaked at 121 last week.
- Attacks against ISF have been very consistent since July, though this reporting period was an all-time high by a small margin. Resulting casualties had been decreasing over the last 20 weeks, but have been fluctuating recently. Currently in our second consecutive week of decreasing casualties.

**Support an Independent Iraq (Building Confidence)**
- Atmospherics in Baghdad indicate the population supports the surge operations, and are hopeful. The citizens are pleased about Prime Minister Maliki’s pledge to return the homes and property of displaced Iraq people.
- Fuel, Electricity, Security, Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the ITO.
- There appears to be a growing rejection of AIF in MNF-W with Sunni tribes, and they have become more active recently in support of ISF recruitment and operations.
26 February 2007
Operations Against Death Squads – 260430FEB07

CONOP 563-023 (WENDI), 26 0001C FEB 07, Hillah, ODAR 42, and Hilla SWAT conduct raid IVO 38S MA 56027 98305 to capture Mahdawiyah cult leaders. (EIK) & X JACKPOTS

CONOP FAL-V-382 (RIVER RAT), 26 0001C FEB 07, W of Fallujah, 3MC with USSOF/PTT conduct raid IVO 38S 18 89674 91375 to capture . (b) 6 (h)(g) [EIK] Dry Hole

SECRET // REL TO USA, MCFI // 20170225 // DISPLAY ONLY TO IRQ
Operations Against Death Squads Weekly

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO New Baghdad, 11 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJIK Cell Members
MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Taji, 17 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJIK Cell Members
MND NORTH: ISOF & CJOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Mosul, 17 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJIK Cell Members
MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJOTF Conducted an Overwatch OP IVO Rusafa, 18 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJIK Cell Members
MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Karadah, 20 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJIK Cell Members
MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Rashid, 21 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJIK Cell Members
MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Rusafa, 21 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJIK Cell Members
MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Sadr City, 22 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJIK Cell Members
MNF WEST: IA Scouts & CJOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO S of Fallujah, 23 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJIK Cell Members

Death Squad BDA
Number of Missions 09

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell Leaders</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detainees</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- 19X 120MM MORTAR ROUNDS
- 15X 122MM ROCKET
- 5X EXPPELLING CHARGE PG-7-AT
- 12X EXPPELLING CHARGES
- 17X GRENADE FUZE/BOOSTER
- 4X PG-7M
- 4X PG-7
- 3X PG-7 40 HEAT
- 2X PG7
- 4X OG-7VM
- 1X OG-7 WITH M6 FUZE
- 6X PG-7 ROCKET LAUNCHERS
- 4X 60MM MORTAR ROUNDS
- 5X 57MM ANTI-AIR OR281 ROUNDS
- 16X PG-9
- 1X BURLAP SAC WITH C4 EXPLOSIVE WRAPPERS
- 1X ASSEMBLED EFP
- 1X PARTIALLY ASSEMBLED IMPROVISED CLAYMORE
- 139X COPPER LINERS
- 399X FACTORY COUPLING UPVC CONTAINERS
- 4X HAND CUT UPVC CONTAINERS
- 14X STEEL CONTAINERS
- 432X OUTER RINGS
- 723X BASE PLATES
- APPROXIMATELY 75 – 100 FEET OF DETONATING CORD
- 1X BAG OF PROPELLANT BAGS FOR 60MM MORTAR
- 50X SMALL BAGS OF BALL BEARINGS
- 1X LARGE BAG OF LOOSE BALL BEARINGS
- 17X 12” X 63/4” WOODEN BOXES
- 1X BAG OF POP RIVETS
- 76X NUT AND BOLT ASSEMBLY FOR BASE PLATES
- 161X EFP AIMPOINTS
FARDH AL QANDIL
17 FEB 07 – 23 FEB 07

ENEMY SITUATION

MND-BAGHDAD AVERAGED 65 ATTACKS PER DAY OVER THE LAST WEEK. THIS IS A DECREASE FROM ACTIVITY EXPERIENCED THE PREVIOUS WEEK’S 72. VBIED ACTIVITY INCREASED TO 15 ATTACKS FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK’S 11 ATTACKS. IED AND SMALL ARMS FIRE ACCOUNTED FOR 78% OF ALL ATTACKS. MURDER VICTIMS DECREASED TO 24 FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK’S 39 AND REMAINED CONCENTRATED WEST OF THE TIGRIS RIVER.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

VBIED ACTIVITY ⬤ ACTIVITY ⬤ SUN ⬤ BOMBER ⬤ FOUND ⬤ SUICIDE

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY – FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE
ON 19 FEB 1/4/6 IA ICW 2/2-15 MTT Conducted Operation Eagle Restore, A ROUTE CLEARING OPERATION IN YUSIFYYAH. 1/4/6 IA DETAINED 15X AIF, COMPLETED ARROW HEAD 6 (CLEARING) OPERATIONS IN THE SHA’AB UR AREA.

SECURITY – COUNTER-INSURGENCY OPERATIONS
IN BAYA, 2/1D BCT SEIZED SHEIK JASIM, UN0195, A LOCAL JAM COMMANDER WHO ORDERED THE AL JIHAD AL FURAT MASSACRE.

SECURITY – COUNTER-EXTRA JUDICIAL KILLING
THIS WEEK, MND-B HAS CONDUCTED 12 C-EIK OPERATIONS, DETAINING 17X AIF, INCLUDING 7X BN AND ABOVE HVTs (2-1 AD HTV009).

GOVERNANCE
THE CITIZENS OF KARADAH ARE FRUSTRATED WITH THE GOVERNMENT ACCUSING THEM OF BEING SECTARIAN IN NATURE AND SUPPORTING THE MILITIAS. THE GOI ALSO ACCUSES THEM OF NOT CARING ABOUT THE IRAQI PEOPLE. CITIZENS SAY THAT IF THE GOI CARED THEY WOULD DO EVERYTHING IN THEIR POWER TO PREVENT A WOMAN FROM BEING DETAINED AND RAPED BY THE ISF. THE PRIME MINISTER’S DENIAL OF THE RAPE ACCUSATION AGAINST THE ISF ON TV CREATES THE APPEARANCE THAT HE IS AGAINST THE CITIZENS AND FULLY SUPPORTS ALL LEGAL AND ILLEGAL ACTIONS OF THE ISF.

ECONOMICS (INFRASTRUCTURE AND BASIC SERVICES)
The Iraqi government is making an effort to clean and beautify the streets of Iraq in conjunction with security operations. New trees are being planted and damaged streets, medians, and sidewalks are being refurbished.

COMMUNICATIONS
People are very disappointed with the government for allowing the media to broadcast the rape story on TV. It is disgraceful that the woman came on TV to televisualize that the ISF raped her. In the Iraqi culture it is shameful to publish a story like that on TV. The country has more important things to worry about, particularly when it pertains to the Baghdad security plan and the Iraqi economy.

FUTURE OPERATIONS

TF 1/4 MAR, OP VIGILANT CONTROL 3-11 MAR IN ADHAMIYAH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEEK</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SINCE 15 DEC 06</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>2553</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECRET // REL TO USA IRQ and MCFI // 20170226
ENEMY SITUATION

NEUTRALIZE AIF
- INCIDENT LEVELS HAVE INCREASED ABOVE THE TEN WEEK AVERAGE.
- REPORTING INDICATES INSURGENTS WITH AIR DEFENSE EXPERIENCE ARE OPERATING BETWEEN KARMAH AND TAJI
- INSURGENT ACTIVITY IN BERMED TRIAD DEGRADED; AIF USE K-3 REFINERY AREA AS REFUGE
- FORMER REGIME ELEMENTS SUPPORT FALLUJAH AIF
- THREATS OF COMPLEX ATTACKS AND SUICIDE ATTACKS CONTINUE THROUGHOUT MNF-W AO

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1) OPERATION POLICE VICTORY (AO DENVER)
2) OPERATION ZAIDON (AO RALEIGH)
3) OPERATION MURFREESSBORO (AO TOPEKA)
4) 4TH RECON HELIBORNE RAID (AO DENVER)

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
- IRAQI ARMY BASIC COMBAT COURSE 8 LITERACY COURSE COMPLETED,
  REGULAR TRAINING COMMENCES 25 FEB
- MOSUL IP ACADEMY BEGINS TRAINING 24 FEB W/250 RECRUITS
- BASIC COMBAT COURSE 9 BEGINS TRAINING 4 MAR W/575 RECRUITS

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
- FALLUJAH CITY COUNCIL MEETINGS HAVE BEEN POSTPONED FOR ONE
  MONTH TO MOURN THE DEATH OF COUNCIL SECRETARY MR. ABBAS AND
  SELECT NEW MEMBERS
- FALLUJAH CHIEF JUDGE HASSAN AND POLICE CHIEF MET FOR THE
  FIRST TIME ON FEB 20TH
- ON FEBRUARY 21ST, THE MAYOR'S WEEKLY MEETING WAS HELD IN RAMADI
  THE FALLUJAH RECONSTRUCTION COUNCIL MEETING WAS HELD ON 20 JAN
- ON 20 FEBRUARY 07, CF DELIVERED $20K IN ODHCA MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
  TO THE NEW UBAIDI HOSPITAL IN AL QAIM. COUNCIL CHAIRMAN AHMED FASAL
  FARHAN AND CITY COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES BENDER HAMUD AFTAN AND
  FARRIS SABAR WERE IN ATTENDANCE
- ON FEB 12TH, IRAQNA SERVICE WAS RESTORED WEST OF FALLUJAH FOR THE
  FIRST TIME IN 18 MONTHS

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Roll Up</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Dec to Present</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3462</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION

IN DIWALA, ALI ARE INCREASING THE USE OF VNO AND RC INITIATION DEVICES WITH IEDs AND ARE USING LONGER COMMAND WIRES. IN SAD, SWORN STATEMENTS STATE AKHBARI AND HIs SUBORDINATES PAID LOCALS $30,000 TO TAP THE 42IN PIPELINE AT THE BOK. IN KIRKUK, IED EMPLOYERS HAVE THE TIME AND COMPLEXITY TO THEIR EMPLOYMENT. A RECENT EMPLACEMENT HAS CONSISTED OF MULTIPLE COMMAND WIRES THAT LEAD IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS ALONG WITH AN ANTI-HANDLING DEVICE ATTACHED TO THE IED. IN NINAWA, A SHINY METAL PIPE BOMB WAS FOUND IN AN OBVIOUS LOCATION ON RTE TAMPA. A SECONDARY DEVICE WAS FOUND 10 FEET FROM THE PRIMARY DEVICE, CONSISTING OF 2X122 ROUNDS.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS


2. SINCE OPERATION SABER DAWN, AQIZ, TWD, AND AAS ATTACKS HAVE SLIGHTLY DECLINED, POSSIBLY DUE TO ATTEMPTS TO ANALYZE OUR RECENT TIPS OR THROUGH NEWS OF THE HELIFIRE ATTACK BY LIGHTNING STRIKE ON THE IED EMPLOYERS THE PRIOR NIGHT ALONG ROUTE RED.

3. ON FEBRUARY 20 2007, 1-12 CAV EXECUTED OPERATION SOUTHERN HAMMER WHICH IS A COMBINED CE/SEF operation, Began with 4-2-5 IA IN THE LEAD ASSISTED BY 2 PLTS OF B/1-12 CAV.

4. ON 22 FEBRUARY 2007, PETROLEUM PIPELINE TAPPING WAS REPORTED BY TRANSITIONING AVN TO [1,44] SW OF TRIPOLI. THERE WERE 8 DIFFERENT TAPPING LOCATIONS SPREAD OUT OVER A MILE OF PIPELINE AND UP TO 200 VEHICLES AND 500 PAX INVOLVED.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY & TRANSITION

THE IP COLONEL IDENTIFIED [H/H] WHO STAGED THE ATTACK AND WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR WEAPONS BEING TAKEN. [H/H] WHO IS IN CUSTODY, IDENTIFIED THREE OTHER IPs INVOLVED IN THE ATTACK. SIMILAR SITUATIONS ARE ALSO OCCURRING IN BAQUBAH.

COMMUNICATIONS

Synchronized events throughout the AO had decidedly positive effects today on the government of Muqadadia and the perception of the local governments toward the DIWALA PROVINCIAL IP CHIEF.

GOVERNANCE

THE RETAINED 20TH SIB COMPANY COMMANDER [H/H] REMAINS IN CUSTODY AT SUMMAL. HE WAS DETAINED FOR INVOLVEMENT IN STEALING OIL FROM AN OIL TAP LESS THAN 100M FROM HIS COMPANY HQ.

ECONOMICS

THE NINAWA PRT ECONOMIC TEAM SPOKE WITH IZDINAR IN REFERENCE TO PAYMENT FOR TRAINING PROVIDED TO THE TAL’AFAR SMALL BUSINESS CENTER EMPLOYEES.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPERATIONS

[Map with annotations and symbols]

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17FEB-23FEB</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 14DEC06)</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1422</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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194
1. NO AIF ACTIVITY DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
2. NO THREAT INFO

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. QRF READINESS DURING UN High Commissioner for Refugees ACTIVITY
   - QRF (5mn) UNIT : 111-6 CO(1), MISSION : Cordon & Search, Medevac
   - REINFORCEMENT (30 MN) UNIT : 111 BN(1), MISSION : Reinforce QRF

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

- BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
  - 1/2 IA DEPLOYMENT TO BAGHDAD
  - MITT TRAINING COMPLETED
  - DEPLOYMENT (22-24 FEB)

- NEUTRALIZE AIF
  - FRAMEWORK OPS (6-12 FEB) : GUARDIAN, MILKYWAY

- ATMOSPHERICS
  - PRESIDENT BARZANI, EXPRESSED HIS WILLINGNESS TO APPROVE US MILITARY BASE IN KURDISH REGION. (16 FEB)
  - THE COMMITTEE OF KRG MINISTER DECIDED TO RAISE POLICE SALARY BY 27 DOLLARS TO 330 DOLLARS TO PREVENT THEM FROM RESIGNING DUE TO LOW SALARY (20 FEB)

- ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE: NSTR
  - DELEGATION OF US ECONOMY ATTENDED A SEMINAR REGARDING WAYS TO PARTICIPATE AND TO INVEST IN RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS. (20 FEB)
  - KRG ANNONCED INTERNATIONAL SIGMA COMPANY HAS A PLAN TO INVEST 80 MILLION DOLLARS IN THE PLOT OF 127,000 SQUARE METERS IVO THE KHALISAN HOTEL AND HOSTED A GROUND BREAKING CEREMONY TO CONSTRUCT 368 AMERICAN STYLE HOUSES. (20 FEB)

- BUILD LEGITIMATE IRAQ GOVERNMENT (BUILDING CONFIDENCE)
  - BIC CEREMONY PREPARATION
    - MNF-I REVIEW ROK KRG MOU : ON GOING
    - A POSSIBLE CEREMONY VENUE REVIEW : ON GOING
    - COORDINATION MEETING WITH KRG MINISTER OF INTERIOR : 24 FEB
    - DISCUSSION REGARDING DETAILED CEREMONY PLAN : 25 FEB
  - COORDINATION MEETING FOR RRT BILLETING
    - PLACE : ZAYTUN CONF RM
    - ATTENDANTS : ROK DEPUTY CHIEF, REPRESENTATIVE OF CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, MAIN CONSTRUCTOR AND ZAYTUN OFFICERS
    - ISSUE : REQUESTS BY US SIDE FOR BILLETING, FOLLOWING SCHEDULE
  - OVERSEAS TRAINING
    - THE KRG MINISTER OF HEALTH AND HIS TEAM VISITED NATIONAL HEALTH CENTER AND KOREA FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION FOR THEIR TRAINING.

CURRENT / FUTURE OPERATIONS & EVENTS

- FRAMEWORK OPS (24 FEB - 2 MAR)
- UNIT ROTATION (1-12 MAR)
ENEMY SITUATION

- JAM increasing activities in AD DIWANIYAH as show of force and protecting their territory.
- AIF/ACF main effort remains focused on LN and ISF. They use intimidation, kidnapping, violence and murder IOT control LN/ISF.
- Increase in IED activity on MSR/ASRs a reaction to Baghdad ops.
- Attacks expected to increase with increase in OP Tempo in Baghdad and influx of fleeing AIF fighters into AO.
- Influx of JAM fighters from Baghdad AO combined with fear of similar CF actions in AD DIWANIYAH may embolden JAM to attack Camp Echo.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. IED attack
2. Rocket/ mortar attack
3. SAF/ complex attack
4. EOF
5. IED/ cache found
6. Demonstration
7. Kidnapping / Murder
8. Detainee
9. OP

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF (ISF INCREASINGLY IN THE LEAD).

IBP:
- Execution of Operation Black Eagle Watch.
- Conducted command & staff visits to monitor routine DBE activates.

QUADISIYAH
- In accordance to MND CS operation SUE PTT conducted several night patrols during the week with the purpose to assess the amount of IPS patrolling the streets.

WASIT
- PTT conducted visits to PHQ and LPS, combined night patrol with IPS in Al Kut city and marksmanship TRNG with IP's from Al Heyy District.

IA:
- The ISF-CELL conducted a meeting FEB 22. Representatives from all units working together with 8 Iraqi division or its subunits where invited. The purpose of the meeting was to get to know each other, and unify the effort.
- The US Military transition team conducted a 3 day training course on logistics and preventive maintenance, checks and services.
- The Salvadoran military transition team supervised the check point in Al Akhrar.

Current / Future OPERATIONS

1. OP SENTRY;
2. OP SECRET WINDOW;

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17 - 23 FEB 07</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 23 FEB 07)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MND - SE
17-23 Feb 07

CURRENT SITUATION

Current Situation. Search and detain ops in Basrah continue to pressure AIF. JAM have found their position in the community marginalised. In frustration they have sought to intimidate Provincial Council members and MNF LECs. Recently they have taken tribal members hostage. Activities in Maysan portray an increasingly bold and innovative AIF grouping (MANPAD attack on MERLIN, 29 x 120MM Mortar on FOB CONDOR).

Building an Independent Iraq.
Continued financial investment in medium term infrastructure projects following on from Op SINBAD.

Capability of the ISF.
Continue to gain operational depth of experience. 3/4/10 now in FOB AL RASHEED, 2/3/10 now in FOB HOPE pending operations.

Atmospheres.
- Basra: JAM have been further marginalised by population. This, plus loss of C2 cohesion, has resulted in a change of TTPs (intimidation and kidnapping).
- Maysan: New PDoP ensuring equilibrium and stability although Al Amarah remains tense due to JAM fears of MNF attack and the presence of key players who have ‘fled’ the surge ops in Baghdad and Basrah.
- Dhi Qar: NSTR.
- Al Muthanna: Tension as a result of robust and clear action by PDoP, Col Ali. JAM have restrained from offensive action despite bold patrolling into JAM strongholds by IPS (Indicates ISF hold the upper hand at present).

Neutralising the AIF.
Tempo of Raid Ops to neutralize AIF continue, with further ops planned.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE WEEK

1. MANPAD attack on MERLIN
2. 105MM C-IDF fire actioned.
3. Op PORTO 3 - Key MIAM player detained.
4. 29 x 120MM IDF attack on Camp CONDOR

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

MNF Raid Ops continue to deny MIAM the freedom of movement and continuity of C2. The increased availability of C-IDF assets (TUAV, 105MM Gun, JAVELIN) will now ensure swift and robust response.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPS

Current Ops: Ops in support of Hostages Release, Op TACHBROOK, VEDETTTE & TOKYO.

Future Ops: 5 x Search & Detain Ops - all C2-initiated.
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Capable ISF (ISF Increasingly in Lead)
- IA Independent and Combined operations continue to trend positive across ITO. Public trust and confidence building in areas outside of Baghdad. Building of ISF in Baghdad continues.
- IP/NP charges of capitulation, complicity in sectarian violence, and lack of trust in parts of Baghdad remain a problem.
- Administrative and Logistical Support shortcomings continue (support equip, fuel). The problem is especially severe for the Department of Border Enforcement.

AIF Neutralized (Al Qaeda Out)
- Attacks SAME (1098-1094), above the 12 Week Average. Effectiveness rate SAME (20%) and below the 12 Week Average (24%).
- Battle Casualties DOWN by 1% (995-986), still above the 12 Week Average (973).
- Civilians DOWN 22% (697-599) below the 12 Week Average, ISF UP 17% (154-219), above the 12 Week Average. Coalition UP (144-168), above the 12 Week Average.
- IEDs DOWN 10% (707-639), above the 12 Week Average. ‘F&C’ Rate UP (48%-49%).
- EFPs UP (3-6), with 2 ‘F&C’. Current employment trend shows enemy has ability to surge for 2-3 weeks before a 2-3 week decrease. This is the first week of an increase, but last two weeks have been lower than previous 18 weeks.
- VBIED Attacks DOWN from 30 to 25, with 4 ‘F&C’. Casualties per attack were DOWN at 16.3, at the 12 Week Average.
- Suicide Attacks DOWN (10-9), above the 12 Week Average. Vest type attacks SAME (2).
- Attacks on civilians dropped to 72, after 5 weeks of high levels of attacks that peaked at 121.
- Overall attacks remained unchanged, but attacks in MND-B and MND-N dropped by 7% and 11%, respectively. Attacks in MNF-W were up by 48%, due to a high level of attacks against CF; primarily SAF.

Support an Independent Iraq (Building Confidence)
- Atmospherics in Baghdad indicate the population supports the surge operations, and are hopeful. The citizens are pleased about Prime Minister Maliki's pledge to return the homes and property of displaced Iraq people.
- Fuel, Electricity, Security, Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the ITO.
- There appears to be a growing rejection of AIF in MNF-W with Sunni tribes, and they have become more active recently in support of ISF recruitment and operations.
5 March 2007
Operations Against Death Squads Weekly

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJISTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Kadhamiyah, 24 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members 1 x JACKPOT
MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJISTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Taji, 24 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members 6 x Detained
MND CENTER SOUTH: Hillah SWAT & CJISTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Al Hillah, 26 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members 8 x JACkPOT
MNF WEST: SMG & CJISTF Conducted an Raid OP IVO W of Fallujah, 26 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members NSTR
MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJISTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Adhamiyah, 27 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members NSTR
MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJISTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO New Baghdad, 28 FEB 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members NSTR
MND NORTH: ISOF & CJISTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Baqubah, 01 MAR 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members 1 x JACKPOT

Death Squad BDA
Number of Missions 07

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Leaders</th>
<th>Detainees</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>Effective Enemy Attacks</td>
<td>Total Enemy Attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-NE</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-N</td>
<td>9 / 31</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-B</td>
<td>12 / 41</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNF-W</td>
<td>2 / 21</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-CS</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND-SE</td>
<td>1 / 7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>24 / 100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Iraq Summary**

- Total IED Events: 84
- IEDs Found/Cleared: 41
- Events with Casualties: 16

**BDA**

- CF KIA: 1
- CF WIA: 8
- CF NBD: 0
- ISF KIA: 7
- ISF WIA: 30
- CIV KILLED: 13
- CIV INJURED: 18
- AIF KIA: 10
- AIF WIA: 6
- AIF DETAINED: 114

**Co & above Operations**

Data from JUL 06

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OCT</th>
<th>NOV</th>
<th>DEC</th>
<th>JAN</th>
<th>FEB</th>
<th>MAR</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>3,833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISF Independent</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coalition Only</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1,475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>1,148</td>
<td>1,407</td>
<td>1,361</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>5,868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION
MND-BAGHDAD AVERAGED 74 ATTACKS PER DAY OVER THE LAST WEEK, AN INCREASE FROM ACTIVITY EXPERIENCED THE PREVIOUS WEEK (65). VIIBED ACTIVITY DECREASED TO 13 ATTACKS FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK’S 25 ATTACKS.IED AND SMALL ARMS FIRE ACCOUNTED FOR 76% OF ALL ATTACKS.MURDER VICTIMS INCREASED TO 55 FROM 24 IN THE PREVIOUS WEEK AND REMAINED CONCENTRATED WEST OF THE TIGRIS RIVER.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY – FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE
8TH NATIONAL POLICE BRIGADE CONDUCTED MULTIPLE CORDON AND SEARCH OPERATIONS IN SADR CITY THIS WEEK IN ORDER TO FACILITATE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A JSIS IN THAWRA.

SECURITY – COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS
IN YUSIFIAH, 2-10 MTN SEIZED MULTIPLE AIF CACHES IN OPERATION EAGLE VIPER. IN SALMAN PAK, 3-61 CAV AND 1/1 NP SEIZED MULTIPLE AIF CACHES IN OPERATION LION DAWN.

SECURITY – COUNTER-EXTRA JUDICIAL KILLING
THIS WEEK, MND-B CONDUCTED 10 X C-EJK OPERATIONS; DETAINING 12 X AIF, INCLUDING 3 X BN AND ABOVE HVIS.

GOVERNANCE
IN JISR DIYALA THE PEOPLE ARE HOPING SECURITY ACROSS THE COUNTRY STABILIZES. WHEN COALITION FORCES LEAVE, THE IA AND THE ISF WILL HAVE SECURITY UNDER CONTROL AND NOT ALLOW THE MILITIAS TO INTERFERE WITH CITIZENS’ LIVES AND SECURITY. THE PEOPLE WANT TO KEEP IRANIAN INFLUENCE OUT OF THE IRAQI GOVERNMENT AND LET PEOPLE LIVE IN PEACE. THE CITIZENS WANT TO BRING BACK PEACE AND PROSPERITY ACROSS THE COUNTRY.

ECONOMICS (INFRASTRUCTURE AND BASIC SERVICES)
THE CITIZENS OF KADAMIYAH ARE COMPLAINING ABOUT THE INCREASE IN THE FUEL PRICES. THE MINISTRY OF OIL ANNOUNCED NEW PRICE INCREASES THAT WILL START WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. A LITER OF GAS WILL INCREASE TO 400 I.D., A 15% INCREASE FROM THE PAST; PEOPLE ARE WONDERING HOW THIS WILL AFFECT THE MARKET AS WELL AS THE COST OF TRANSPORTATION. THE CITIZENS OF KADAMIYAH STILL NEED THE GO TO GIVE THE PEOPLE A CHANCE BY HELPING THEM FIND WORK.

COMMUNICATIONS
BOTH THE SUNNI AND SHAIA IN JISR DIYALA COMPLAIN THAT THE MEDIA IS DOING A POOR JOB IN BROADCASTING. THE MEDIA SHOULD BROADCAST THE IMPROVEMENTS THAT COALITION FORCES AND IRAQI PEOPLE ARE CONDUCTING TO PROVIDE BETTER SERVICES AND GOODS FOR THE PEOPLE OF IRAQ.

FUTURE OPERATIONS
3-7 SBC WILL CONTINUE OPERATION ARROWHEAD STRIKE B THROUGHOUT MND-B TO DISRUPT VIIBED/VIISUED CELLS. SADR CITY JSIS CONSTRUCTION.
ENEMY SITUATION

- Neutralize AIF
  - Incident levels have decreased below the ten week average.
  - Insurgent checkpoints and curfews common in areas of AO Raleigh where MNF presence is intermittent.
  - Insurgent groups targeting each other in Zaidon.
  - Insurgents using ration lines to enter Fallujah due to increased MNF efforts to deny unauthorized entrance.
  - Threats of complex attacks and suicide attacks continue throughout MNF-W AO.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1) Operation Ramadi Day (AO Topeka)
2) 3RD of the 509TH discovered a significant cache/torture house (AO Raleigh)
3) Operation Murfreesboro (AO Topeka)

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
- The tribes in Hit affirmed their readiness to provide several hundred personnel for the IP/IA. It would appear that the tribes are seeking to imitate the same successful formula used by Sheikh Sattar in Ramadi.
- Mosul IP Academy began training 24 FEB W/250 recruits.
- Two border transition teams transferred out of MNF-W AO to Kirkuk and Al Kut on Iranian border.

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
- The Governor and PC Chairman, escorted by the MNF-W DCG, attended the Fallujah City Council meeting to reconstitute the council that has been lacking in attendance.
- Iraqi TV conducted interviews in Ramadi that included a school opening and featured a number local of guests involved with the reconstruction efforts in the Jazeera area.
- USAEC held a bidding class with representatives from 16 companies to teach them the bidding procedures for contracts.
- Governor Ma'moun is working closely with Haji Turki, MOO Director General of Oil Distribution, to coordinate the logistics of dispatching tankers to Bayji, and then returning with the fuel to the Al-Anbar fuel distribution center in Ramadi for delivery to the gas stations.

SECRET // REL TO USA, IRQ, MCF:211709305

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weekly Roll Up</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14 Dec to Present

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>567</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>3885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION

IN DIYALA, discovery of the cache containing numerous EFPs and EFP making materials will disrupt JAM EFP making capabilities and send them into a reset and re-supply phase.

IN SAD, the use of more VBIEDs within SAD may indicate a transfer of tactics from the Baghdad area into SAD.

IN KIRKUK, reporting indicates ISI has recently increased efforts to target ISF with complex attacks within the city.

IN NINAWA, expect VBIED and SVBIED to continue to target IP and IA in Mosul in combination with secondary attacks.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. In AOR Bronco; Saber 31 impacted the ground and Saber 37 observed sparks fly from the aircraft and a dust cloud form around the crash. At approximately 0130 3 CGR 37 soldiers cleared the crash site and reported that both pilots had survived, then 2x CGR 37 vehicles secured the crash site.

2. At 221310 FEB 07 T [4] AV reports Mosul IPs were targeted in an SVBIED attack by AIF in the Ninewah Province, Mosul, in the Abe Tamam neighborhood.

3. At 2508AL FEB 07, POET personnel at the Rabib POE observed a total of 42 vehicles being wrecked through by POE personnel. Vehicles contained 241 x 55 gallon barrels of diesel in them ($80/barrel ~ $19,000 worth of fuel).

4. On 27 0200 February 2007, 6-9 CAV reported four weapons caches and an IED discovered throughout the day in the city of Qada. IS Operation Saber Boss at MC 907 807.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY & TRANSITION

MG Ghanem hosted a visit by [89th MP BDE] and [37th MP BN]. MG Ghanem gave examples of his efforts to influence the government civil affairs, sewage, electric, and communications.

COMMUNICATIONS

In support of Operation Saber Boss, 6-9 CAV partnered with 3/5IAI attached today to capture or kill AIL and AAS leaders in AO Saber to enable ISF and local government to provide security and stability to the Qada.

GOVERNANCE

- The Mosul Criminal Court (MCC) conducted thirteen trials over the past 3 days resulting in 5 acquittals and 8 convictions (3 death, 5 life sentences); these include the two detainees from Tal Afar, each receiving death sentences.

ECONOMICS

The Jilul Foot bridge is complete and will now enable the citizens to cross a major canal within the town that separates a residential area with the community's market district.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPERATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OP PANTHER SECURITY, OP BLACK GOLD, OP SAGVARO, OP THIEB AL SAYAD, OP ORANGE JUSTICE</th>
<th>OP MAYFLOWER, OP OAKLAND, OP RABBIT, OP ALPHA X-RAY, OP JUSTICE FOR ALL, OP COMPTON, OP LION WOLFHOUND, OP EAGLE EYE, OP THUNDER ROLLS, OP KATOO, OP LENIENT WARRIOR, OP 360, OP FOX, OP BLUE JAY HUNTER, OP NORTHERN SECURITY, OP SHARE KILLER, FOCUSED STABILIZATION OP PARTNERED RESPONSE (RED INDICATES DIVISION OP)</th>
<th>BDA</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 FEB-03 MAR</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 14DEC06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**ENEMY SITUATION**

1. NO AIF ACTIVITY DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
2. NO THREAT INFO

---

**WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS**

1. **TERROR THREAT INTELLIGENCE**
   - INFORMATION ON A GREY TRUCK FULLY LOADED WITH EXPLOSIVES INTO IRIBL.
   - THE CPS IN IRIBL WERE GIVEN A GUIDANCE FOR MORE TIGHT ACTIVITIES.
   - COUNTER-MEASURES ON VEHICLE ATTK

2. **CHEMICAL ATTK PROTECTION READINESS (FRAGO 352)**
   - REVIEWED CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE GEAR & EQUIPMENT: COMPLETED ADDITIONAL GEAR & EQUIPMENT WILL BE PROVIDED DURING UNIT ROTATION.
   - MOPP TRAINING OF SOLDIERS

---

**CURRENT ASSESSMENT**

- **BUILD A CAPABLE ISF**
  - PROVISION CEREMONY (26 FEB)
  - DIV INVITED THE GENERAL DIRECTOR OF IRIBL POLICE AND HIS STAFF AND PROVIDED THEM WITH 1,200 ITEMS INCLUDING 500 BLANKETS.
  - LAST YEAR SUPPLY WORTH: $ 6,700 / THIS YEAR SUPPLY WORTH: $ 60,000

- **NEUTRALIZE AIF**
  - FRAMEWORK OPS (26 FEB - 2 MAR): GUARDIAN, MILKYWAY

- **ATMOSPHERICS**
  - IRIBL GOVERNOR PLEDGED ESTABLISHMENT OF A COMPENSATION COMMITTEE AND COMPENSATION (26 MAR)
  - REFUGEES SURVEY IN MAHMUR (28 MAR)
  - RENAME PESHMERGA ARMY (1 MAR)

- **ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE**
  - CONSTRUCTION OF OIL PIPELINE: ATTAMIN-IRIBL-DAIUK (2 MAR)

- **BUILD LEGITIMATE IRAQI GOVERNMENT (BUILDING CONFIDENCE)**
  - PROVISION FOR IRIBL POLICE
    - TIME / PLACE: 1100 / CAMP ZAYTUN
    - SUPPLY: 12 ITEMS
  - PROVISION FOR KURDISH LANGUAGE CLASS
    - TIME / PLACE: 1400 / CAMP ZAYTUN
    - SUPPLY: 7 ITEMS INCLUDING 42 AIR CONDITIONS
  - 11TH INTERNSHIP ENTRANCE CEREMONY
    - PERIOD: 24 FEB ~ 9 MAR
    - PERSONNEL: 5 DOCTORS AND 5 NURSES
  - MODERN LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION
    - PURPOSE: CONTRIBUTE TO A BETTER EDUCATION ENVIRONMENT FOR THE PEOPLE IN THE REGION
    - PERIOD: 1 MAR ~ 31 DEC
    - PLACE: IRIBL CENTRAL PARK
    - BUDGET $ 4,3 M

---

**CURRENT / FUTURE OPERATIONS & EVENTS**

- FRAMEWORK OPS (3 ~ 10 MAR)
- UNIT ROTATION (1 ~ 13 MAR)

---

**LEGEND**

- BUILDING A CAPABLE ISF
- NEUTRALIZING AIF
- ENERGY ASSETS & INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY
- LEGITIMATE IRAQI GOVERNMENT

- COORDINATED POINT
- STATE ROAD
- MAJOR SUB-DISTRICT
SECRET // REL TO USA, MCFI // 20170305 // DISPLAY ONLY TO IRAQ

24 FEB 07 - 02 MAR 07

 approved for release

ENEMY SITUATION
- AIF/ACF main effort focused on LN and ISF. They use intimidation, kidnapping, violence and murder IOT control LN/ISF.
- IED activity on MSRs/ASRs will continue as a reaction to Baghdad OPS and influx of fleeing AIF fighters into AO.
- Influx of JAM fighters from Baghdad AO combined with fear of similar CF actions in DIWANIYAH may embolden JAM to attack Camp Echo.
- Attacks from Sunni Insurgents across northern AO border will continue to increase as CF/ISF operations in Baghdad continue.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
1. IED/EFP/VBIED attack
2. Rocket/ mortar attack
3. SAF/ complex attack
4. EOF
5. IED/ cache found

CURRENT ASSESSMENT
BUILD A CAPABLE ISF (ISF INCREASINGLY IN THE LEAD)
IBP:
- BTT’s continue to monitor DBE’s operation SECRET WINDOW.
- Continued training at the BN level in mounted/dismounted patrolling.
- BTT’s conduct command and staff visits to monitor normal DBE operations.

IP:
QUADISIYAH
- IP’s from several local Police stations throughout the Province participated in the joint C & S operation in AL GHAMMAS area.

WASIT
- PTT conducted visits to PHQ, combined night patrol with IPS in Al Kut city.

IA:
- Main activities last week:
  - 27 FEB 8 IA DIV was lead in a joint (IA/IPS supported by CF) C & S operation in AL GHAMMAS area. This is the first sign of IA and IP joint operations in QADISIYAH province.
  - On the 26th of FEB the Polish military transition team went to Camp Zulu. They will stay there until the 6 MAR. The purpose is to conduct courses for the soldiers and the staff of 2 and 3 BN / 3 BDE.
  - The US military transition team started the process of establishing a tactical operation center, which is a high priority project for the 8 Div IA.

Current / Future OPERATIONS
1. OP SENTRY;
2. OP SECRET WINDOW;
3. OP SIN CITY;

BUILDING A CAPABLE ISF
ENERGY ASSETS & INFRASTRUCTURE SECURED
LEGAL Iraqi GOVERNMENT

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 FEB 07 - 03MAR 07</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 14 DEC 06)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RECLASSIFIED BY: MG Michael X. Garrett
USCENTCOM Chief of Staff
Declassified on: 201806
**Current Situation**. Attacks against CF bases and patrols continues, with single-round SAF attacks becoming more prevalent and effective. CF continue to maintain a high tempo of ops to disrupt AIF activities.

**Building an Independent Iraq**.
- Op SINBAD Pulse 21 carried out by IA in AZ ZUBAYR. 12 schools refurbished and public health projects completed benefiting over 25,000 people.

**Capability of the ISF**. Confidence in IA continues to rise with evidence of increasing ability to plan and conduct ops. Concern over IPS reliability continues.

**Atmospheric**.
- Basra: Populace remains positive, with good feedback from security operations.
- Maysan: NSTR.
- Dhi Qar: NSTR.
- Al Muthanna: NSTR.

**Neutralizing the AIF**. Op surge continues to disrupt AIF activity, with ISF taking active role in detention ops.

**Significant Events of the Week**


**Current Assessment**

The increased intensity of single-round SAF attacks is likely to be due to increased opportunity for targets during the high tempo of surge ops.

**Current/Future Ops**

**Current Ops**: Ops in support of Hostages Release, Op TACHBROOK and Op VEDETTE.

**Future Ops**: Op DELIVERANCE – C-IDF Surge.
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Capable ISF (ISF Increasingly in Lead)

- IA Independent and Combined operations continue to trend positive across ITO. Public trust and confidence growing in areas outside of Baghdad, and the city itself is showing positive signs. Building of ISF in Baghdad continues, with significant progress over the last week.
- IP/NP charges of capitulation, complicity in sectarian violence, and lack of trust in parts of Baghdad remain a problem.
- Administrative and logistical shortcomings continue to undermine the ISF's ability to internally support operations; dependant on CF for most items (supplies, equip, fuel). Particular problems exist for the DBE with fuel shortages, and availability and maintenance of scanners in MND-CS and MND-SE; daily supplies (fuel, ammunition) are challenges with the IA.

AIF Neutralized (Al Qaeda Out)

- Attacks DOWN by 6% (1112-1046), at the 12 Week Average. Effectiveness rate SAME (21%) and at the 12 Week Average.
- Battle Casualties DOWN by 4% (989-954), below the 12 Week Average (970).
- Civilians DOWN 6% (600-565) below the 12 Week Average. ISF UP 21% (219-266), above the 12 Week Average. Coalition DOWN (170-123), below the 12 Week Average.
- IEDs UP 12% (646-726), above the 12 Week Average. ‘F&C’ Rate UP (49%-51%).
- EFPs UP (6-10), with 5 ‘F&C’. This is the second week of an increase, but last two weeks have been lower than previous 18 weeks.
- VBIED events UP from 29 to 34, with 7 ‘F&C’. Casualties per attack were DOWN at 10.0, below the 12 Week Average.
- Suicide Attacks UP (9-14), above the 12 Week Average. Vesi type attacks UP (2-3).
- Attacks on civilians were up to 95, but casualties dropped for the 4th week in a row.
- Several operations were successful in disrupting EFP and fertilizer-based IED operations during the reporting period.

Support an Independent Iraq (Building Confidence)

- Atmospherics in Baghdad indicate the population supports the surge operations, and are hopeful. Recent experiences in Sadr City, as well as progress made in securing key markets in Rusafa which was met with a positive response from LN’s, indicate many civilians and their leaders support the efforts.
- Fuel, Electricity, Security, Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the AOR.
- There appears to be a growing rejection of AIF in MNF-W with Sunni tribes, and they have become more active recently in support of ISF recruitment and operations.
12 March 2007
CONOP A15-074 (MARCUS), 11 0030C MAR 07, W of Baqubah, ISOF BDE with USOFO conduct raid at 38S MC 42417 36929 to capture 18 target personalities. 9 PC + 9 Detainees + 7 EKIA + 2 EWIA
ENEMY SITUATION

MND-BAGHDAD AVERAGED 88 ATTACKS PER DAY OVER THE LAST WEEK, A DECREASE FROM ACTIVITY EXPERIENCED THE PREVIOUS WEEK (74). VBIED ACTIVITY DECREASED TO 12 ATTACKS FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S 13 ATTACKS. IEDS AND SMALL ARMS FIRE ACCOUNTED FOR 80% OF ALL ATTACKS. MURDER VICTIMS DECREASED TO 45 FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK'S 55 AND REMAINED CONCENTRATED WEST OF THE TIGRIS RIVER.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

- VBIED ACTIVITY
- ACTIVITY
- SUR: BOMBER F = FOUND S = SUICIDE
- BOOBYTRAP

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY – FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE

8/2 NP SERVED AS THE MAIN EFFORT IN OPN BAHA'THA MA'AN. THIS CLEARING OPN FACILITATED THE SADR CITY JSS ESTABLISHMENT. SECURITY – COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS

IN MND-B, 3-2 SBCT CONDUCTED OPN ARROWHEAD STRIKE 8, FULL SPECTRUM OPS TARGETING VBIED/SVBIED CELLS IN MND-B.

SECURITY – COUNTER- EXTRA JUDICIAL KILLING

THIS WEEK, MND-B HAS CONDUCTED 10 C-JK OPERATIONS, DETAINING 23 AIF, INCLUDING 4 BN AND ABOVE IVIS (2-1 AD HVT#9).

GOVERNANCE

ALL SECTS IN ZAFARANIYAH VIEW THE GOVERNMENT AS WEAK, SECTARIAN, AND A FAILURE IN SERVING THE PEOPLE. THE CITIZENS ARE EXPECTING AND HOPING FOR THE GOVERNMENT TO FALL. THEY WOULD PREFER THE AMERICANS OR IYAD ALLAWI TO BE IN CHARGE OF THE GOVERNMENT. ZAFARANIYAH CITIZENS WANT A STRONG, NON-SECTARIAN GOVERNMENT THAT DISMANTLES THE MILITIAS.

ECONOMICS (INFRASTRUCTURE AND BASIC SERVICES)

THE CITIZENS OF NEW BAGHDAD ARE COMPLAINING ABOUT ESSENTIAL SERVICES. THEY CHAFF ABOUT HOW HARD IT IS FOR THE IRAQI GOVERNMENT TO PROVIDE ELECTRICITY, CLEAN WATER, AND BARE ESSENTIAL SERVICES FOR LIFE IN IRAQ. THE CITIZENS ARE ASKING WHY IT IS HARD TO PROVIDE FOR THE IMPORTANT ESSENTIALS IN AN OIL RICH COUNTRY.

COMMUNICATIONS

THE RECENT ATTACK ON PILGRIMS TRAVELING FROM HILLAH TO KARBALA IS THE MAIN TOPIC OF DISCUSSION ON THE STREETS OF HILLAH THIS WEEK. APPROXIMATELY 330 PILGRIMS JOURNEYING THROUGH HILLAH EN ROUTE TO THE HOLY CITY OF KARBALA WERE REPORTED KILLED WITH MULTIPLE INJURIES. RESIDENTS ARE SAYING THIS WAS A HEARTBREAKING EVENT. THE BOMBING DID NOT DISUADE RESIDENTS FROM THEIR RELIGIOUS JOURNEY TO KARBALA.

FUTURE OPERATIONS

2-82 ABN WILL CONDUCT OPN WQAIFWA MA’AN, CLEARING OPS IN SADR CITY TO FURTHER FACILITATE THE JSS ESTABLISHMENT.

FARDH AL QANDIN

03 MAR 07 – 09 MAR 07

AL MUSAYYIB

AL HASWAH

AL HILLAH

EKIA
47
8
441
20
321
90
3390
359

SECRET // REL TO USA IRQ and MCFI/20170512
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ENEMY SITUATION

NEUTRALIZE AIF
- INCIDENT LEVELS HAVE DECREASED ABOVE THE TEN WEEK AVERAGE.
- TAA ANTI-AQI GROUP HAVING SUBSTANTIAL EFFECTS ON INSURGENCY IN HABBINAH.
- TRIBAL AREAS IN AL-JAZIRAH PROVIDING BED-DOWN LOCATIONS FOR AQI OPERATING IN THE SEAM OF AO RALEIGH AND AO TOPEKA.
- 1920 REV BDE ATTEMPTING TO PUSH AQI FROM ZAIDON.
- THREATS OF COMPLEX ATTACKS AND SUICIDE ATTACKS CONTINUE THROUGHOUT MNF-W AO.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1) OPERATION BULLRUSH II (AO MOBILE)
2) CONCLUSION OF OPERATION MURFREESBORO (AO TOPEKA)
3) OPERATION NORTHERN FORGE (AO RALEIGH)
4) OPERATION OKINAWA (AO TOPEKA)

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
- BASIC COMBAT COURSE 9 BEGAN TRAINING 4 MAR W/704 RECRUITS
- SULAMANIYAH IP ACADEMY BEGAN TRAINING 25 MAR W/500 RECRUITS.
- 2 BORDER TRANSITION TEAMS TRANSFERRED OUT OF MNF-W AO TO KIRKUK AND AL KUT ON IRANIAN BORDER

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
- IP ASSUMED LEAD FOR THE FIRST TIME IN CURRENCY DELIVERY IN FALLUJAH AND DELIVERED $15.4 BILLION IRAQI DINAR TO THE RAFIDAN BANK.
- THE CAG TEAM MET WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE RED CRESCENT TO DISCUSS THE NEEDS OF THE AREA AND HOW THE ORGANIZATION CAN CONTRIBUTE TO MEETING THOSE NEEDS.
- THE 2D RAMADI RECONSTRUCTION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE (RRED) WAS HELD MARCH 7. MAYOR LATIF HIGHLIGHTED THE INCREASED COOPERATION AND NOTABLE PROGRESS OF THE RECONSTRUCTION EFFORTS IN RAMADI.
- A DELIVERY OF SURPLUS MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO) EMERGENCY MEDICAL KITS WAS MADE TO THE WEST RAMADI IRAQI POLICE STATION. THESE SUPPLIES WILL PROVIDE BASIC HEALTH EXAMS, PRIMARY CARE, EMERGENCY MEDICAL, AND PROVIDE CONTINUITY OF CARE TO IPS INJURED IN THE LINE OF DUTY.
- FALLUJAH CITY COUNCIL MEETING: 18 OF 20 MEMBERS HAVE BEEN CONFIRMED.

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Roll Up</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Dec to Present</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>4285</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DECLASSIFIED: MG Michael X. Garrett, 20170312, Chief of Staff
ENEMY SITUATION

IN DIYALA, recent reporting indicates IA is cooperating with IAF militias conducting illegal checkpoints in the Khalis area.

IN SAD, reporting and attack level within Samarra indicate an increase in Islamic Army presence.

IN KIRKUK, reporting indicates ISFI has recently increased efforts to target ISF as complex attacks within the city. Expect ISF to place caches outside the city limits to avoid confiscation of munitions during CRS in Kirkuk City.

IN NINEWA, reporting continues to indicate that there are several organizations forming in an effort to eradicate AIDZ presence from Iraq.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

3. On 04MAR07 25 ID confirmed with 1/1/2 IA MBT that in Ninawa the IA killed an AIF member named Ahmed Ali Husayn (Ali Munaf) when they interdicted AIF replacing an IED ambush.

4. On 05MAR07 3-12 receives a complex IED attack in the city of Isaaqab resulting in 3 x USKIA and 2 x USWIA, and 1 x ambulatory.

5. On 06MAR07 AIF conducted a break-in of Badoush Prison to release FIs located in the prison. Long with have a better assessment of the numbers after the warden completes his head count. Updated figure as of 110600MAR07 from 62 to 64 prisoners escaped.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY & TRANSITION

On 03 March 10, 2007, 3/1/2 IA responded with a QRIF patrol to a POO for an IFI attack on COP Resolve. The IA patrol encountered AIF which resulted in 5 x AIF KIA, 1 x AIF WIA and no ISF casualties. In addition, the IA patrol captured 3 x AIF vehicles, 1 x AR-47, 1 x PKW, 11 x RPG rockets, 9 x RPG launchers and 1 x hand grenade. This action was a great success for 2 IA in southeastern Mosul.

COMMUNICATIONS

On 05 March, Panther 2 and CA officers met with the Deputy Governor at his request in order to discuss intelligence relating to AQI locations not just in Sad, but in Fallujah and Ramadi as well.

GOVERNANCE

-SPTT spoke with COL Osama, Tikrit District Chief of Police, who stated Tikrit Hospital will now be detaining any personnel who come in with suspicious injuries until an investigation can be completed.

ECONOMICS

In NINAWA, small steps continue to be made in securing the $37M USD in Tikrit Reconstruction Funds. An order to release some of the funds was sent to the Central Bank of Iraq under Order No. 1803 dated 3/10/2007.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPERATIONS

OP PANThER SECURITY, OP BLACK GOLD, OP SAGUARO, OP THIEB AL SAYYAD, OP ORANGE JUSTICE, OP MAYFLOWER, OP OAKLAND, OP MARCO POLO, OP JUSTICE FOR ALL, OP INKBLOT V, OP SLING SHOT 13, OP SKELETON, OP GHOST RIDER, OP KATOON, OP RELENTLESS WARRIOR, OP 393, OP FOX, OP THERMOPYLAE, OP NORTHERN SECURITY, OP SNAKE KILLER, FOCUSED STABILIZATION OP PARTNER RESPONSE [RED INDICATES DIVISION OP]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BDA</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03MAR-09</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 14DEC06)</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION

1. NO AIF ACTIVITY DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
2. NO THREAT INFO

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. Officials from NCT had a meeting with relevant ROK officers, regarding RRT facility construction work. (3 MAR 2007)

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

1. BUILD A CAPABLE ISF : NSTR
2. NEUTRALIZE AIF
   - FRAMEWORK OPS (3. 1 ~ 8) : GUARDIAN, MILKYWAY
3. ATMOSPHERICS
   - Turkish foreign minister Abdullah said on 3rd Mar that KRG must give up its ambition to establish an independent country if it wants to be in harmony with neighboring countries. In response, vice chairman of KNA Kamal urged Turkish government not to intervene in the vote regarding, the referendum of Kirkuk to KRG. (3 MAR 2007)
4. ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE
   - Barham Salih, Deputy prime minister, announced on Feb 28 that they will construct oil pipeline which links At Tamin – Erbil – Dahuk to export petroleum of Iraq to Turkey and they will make a budget of 3 hundred million dollar in support of the construction. (3 MAR 2007)
5. BUILD LEGITIMATE IRAQI GOVERNMENT
   - Commanding General of Zervany, ‘Aziz Wayssi’ announced on 5th March that Zervany has to take a responsibility of Kurd Region for the security maintenance and he will establish an advanced military training course for the intensified training. (7 MAR 2007)

Current / Future OPERATIONS & EVENTS

1. FRAMEWORK OPS : 9 ~ 15 MAR
2. UNIT DEPLOYMENT/REDEPLOYMENT : 25 FEB ~ 13 MAR
3. GREEN ANGEL OPERATION IN BADAWA : 10 MAR
4. AGREEMENT OF ZAYTUN LIBRARY : 10 MAR
5. TRAINING ABOUT LOCAL CP CONTROL : 12 MAR
6. COMPLETE OF SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION CEREMONY : 12 MAR
7. IPLO COOPERATION MEETING : 15 MAR
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ENEMY SITUATION

- ACF/AIF main effort shifting from LN to CF/ISF.
- IED activity on MSR's/ASR's and IDF/complex attacks on MND CS
- FOB's may be both a reaction to Baghdad OPS and reporting of order by MAS for JAM to increase attacks on CF.
- Expect IED/IDF and complex attacks to continue in the immediate future as ACF elements retaliate for Baghdad OPS against weaker FOB's IOT avert focus on Baghdad and force CF to disperse troops to other areas.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. IED/EFP/VBIED attack
2. Rocket/ mortar attack
3. SAF/ complex attack
4. EOF
5. IED/ cache found
6. Construction
7. Kidnapping / Murder
8. Detainee
9. Ordnance
10. Excision

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF (ISF INCREASINGLY IN THE LEAD).

IBP:
- BTT's continue to monitor DBE's operation SECTOR WINDOW.
- Al Murad

QUADISIYAH
- PTT conducted last week convoy training for the 1st and 2nd Platoon IA MP's.
- PTT conducted joint dismounted patrol with IP IWO the Police Academy in Ad Diwaniyah. This is the first sign of cooperation between IPS and PTT's in Diwaniyah for months.
- WASIT
- PTT conducted visits to PHQ, combined night patrol with IPS in Al Kut city.

IA:
- Main activities last week: Al Taaqizah
- An Najaf
- Al Najaf
- The US military transition team also conducted an operational security course for staff members from G 2 / 8 Div IA.
- The 14b ITT team conducted courses for staff members / 3 BDE.
- The 14b Transition team conducted courses for soldiers from 2nd and 3rd bnr / 3 BDE in radio procedures, map reading, basic computer training, construction and maintenance of heavy machine gun, and APC DZIK at camp Zula.

Current / Future OPERATIONS

1. OP SENTRY;
2. OP SECRET WINDOW;

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL (AS OF 10 MAR 07)

Declassified by: MG Michael X. Garrett, USCENTCOM Chief of Staff
Declassified on: 20180606
CURRENT SITUATION

Current Situation. Attacks at significantly reduced levels following high-profile strike ops against AIF. Arba’een Festival also possibly contributing to reduced level of activity.

Building an Independent Iraq. Move of 10(IA) Div into SAAH as part of handover of city bases.

Capability of the ISF. IA providing autonomous security for Arba’een Festival. New CG 10 (IA) Div appointed.

Atmospherics.
- Basra: Populace remains positive, with good feedback from security operations. PM Maliki ordered suspension of Jt CF/ISF ops following Op PEGASUS III.
- Maysan: NSTR.
- Dhi Qar: NSTR.
- Al Muthanna: NSTR.

Neutralizing the AIF. Op surge continues to disrupt AIF activity.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE WEEK

- Attempted Kidnap of MiTT Officer – 3 Mar 07.
- Op PHOENIX VI – 03 Mar 07.
- Op PEGASUS III – 03 Feb 07.
- Op PHOENIX VII – 04 Mar 07.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

A welcome but uncharacteristic period of calm, possibly due to strike ops or observance of Arba’een Festival.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPS


MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Capable ISF (ISF Increasingly in Lead)

- IA Independent and Combined operations continue to trend positive across ITO. Public trust and confidence growing in areas outside of Baghdad, and the city itself is showing positive signs. Building of ISF in Baghdad continues, with significant progress over the last week.
- IP/NP charges of capitulation, complicity in sectarian violence, and lack of trust in parts of Baghdad remain a problem.
- Administrative and logistical shortcomings continue to undermine the ISF's ability to internally support operations; dependant on CF for most items (supplies, equip, fuel). Particular problems exist for the DBE with fuel shortages, and availability and maintenance of scanners in MND-CS and MND-SE; daily supplies (fuel, ammunition) are challenges with the IA.

AIF Neutralized (Al Qaeda Out)

- Attacks DOWN by 6% (1063-918), below the 12 Week Average. Effectiveness rate SAME (22%) and at the 12 Week Average.
- Battle Casualties UP by 11% (981-1088), above the 12 Week Average (977).
- Civilians UP 35% (574-774) above the 12 Week Average. ISF DOWN 38% (279-174), below the 12 Week Average. Coalition UP (128-140), below the 12 Week Average.
- IEDs DOWN 14% (746-640), above the 12 Week Average. 'F&C' Rate DOWN (51%-50%).
- EFPs DOWN (13-8), with 5 'F&C'.
- VBIED events DOWN from 34 to 27, with 9 'F&C'. Casualties per attack were UP at 13.4, below the 12 Week Average.
- Suicide Attacks DOWN (14-10), above the 12 Week Average. Vest type attacks UP (3-4).
- 6 large-scale civilian attacks accounted for 511 of 774 casualties.

Support an Independent Iraq (Building Confidence)

- Atmospherics in Baghdad indicate the population supports the surge operations, and are hopeful. Recent experiences in Sadr City, as well as progress made in securing key markets in Rusafa which was met with a positive response from LNs, indicate many civilians and their leaders support the efforts.
- Fuel, Electricity, Security, Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the AOR.
- There appears to be a growing rejection of AIF in MNF-W with Sunni tribes, and they have become more active recently in support of ISF recruitment and operations. There are some indications this rejection of AQI by tribes is also occurring in Ninewa Province.
CONOP A15-081, (FOMALHAUT) 190100Z MAR 07, N OF BAGHDAD, A/B Co, 2/1 ISOF BDE and USSOF conduct a raid at 38S MC 379 033 to capture members of the TAWHID AL JIHAD cell and disrupt and dismantle insurgent activity in the Baghdad area. [EJK] ONGOING
Operations Against Death Squads Weekly

MND NORTH: 3/4 SPLIT & CJSOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Balad, 11 MAR 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members 12 x JACKPOT

MND NORTH: ISOF & CJSOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO W of Baqubah, 12 MAR 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members Detained, 9 x JACKPOT, 7 x EKIA, 2 x EWIA

MNF WEST: SMG & CJSOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO Fallujah, 13 MAR 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members 9 x DETAINED

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJSOTF Conducted an Raid OP IVO S Baghdad, 13 MAR 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members Detained, 5 x JACKPOT

MNF WEST: ERU & CJSOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO W of Baghdad, 13 MAR 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members 1 x JACKPOT

MND BAGHDAD: ISOF & CJSOTF Conducted a Raid OP IVO West Rashid, 14 MAR 07, IOT Capture Kill EJK Cell Members 1 x JACKPOT

Death Squad BDA
Number of Missions: 06

| Cell Leaders | 28 |
| Detainees | 14 |
| Total | 42 |
ENEMY SITUATION
MND BAGHDAD AVERAGED 69 ATTACKS PER DAY OVER THE LAST WEEK, AN INCREASE FROM ACTIVITY EXPERIENCED THE PREVIOUS WEEK (69). VBIED ACTIVITY INCREASED TO 16 ATTACKS FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK’S 12 ATTACKS.
IED AND SMALL ARMS FIRE ACCOUNTED FOR 84% OF ALL ATTACKS. MURDER VICTIMS INCREASED TO 46 FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK’S 45 AND REMAINED CONCENTRATED WEST OF THE TIGRIS RIVER.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
VBIED ACTIVITY: ACTIVITY
BOMBER F: FOUND S: SUICIDE

CURRENT ASSESSMENT
SECURITY – FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE
IN RUSAFA, 2/4/4 1A SERVED AS THE MAIN EFFORT IN CLEARING OPERATIONS IN MUSHALLA 137, IOT REMOVE TERRORISTS AND RE-ESTABLISH SECURITY.

SECURITY – COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS
IN RASHEED, 4-1 ID COMPLETED RIF/TOA WITH 2-1 CAV IN ORDER TO CONTINUE TO FACILITATE THE ELIMINATION OF SECTARIAN VIOLENCE.

SECURITY – COUNTER-EXTRA JUDICIAL KILLING
THIS WEEK, MND-B CONDUCTED 7 X C-EJ OPERATIONS, DETAINING 12 X AIF, INCLUDING 4 X BN AND ABOVE HVIS (2-2 ID HV, TGFUL U040).

GOVERNANCE
THE PEOPLE OF KARADAH HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE SUMMIT AND ARE HOPING SYRIA AND IRAN WILL COOPERATE WITH THE IRAQI GOVERNMENT. CITIZENS WANT TO KEEP THE INSURGENTS AND MIGHTIES FROM USING SYRIA AND IRAN AS A TRAINING AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT AREA. PEOPLE SAY THE U.S. SHOULD BUILT A DIRECT AND STRONG RELATIONSHIP WITH THE TWO COUNTRIES.

ECONOMICS (INFRASTRUCTURE AND BASIC SERVICES)
THE CITIZENS OF SADR CITY BELIEVE THE GOVERNMENT IS FINALLY ENFORCING THE LAW. PEOPLE ARE RECEIVING TICKETS FOR PARKING IN THE WRONG AREAS. TRANSPORTATION FLOW HAS MARKEDLY IMPROVED ACROSS THE CITY. THE GOI IS GAINING LEGITIMACY AND THE PEOPLE ARE STARTING TO OBEY THE LAWS. STREETS ARE BEING CLEANED, PAVED AND REPAIRED. THE PEOPLE ARE PLEASED WITH THE PROGRESS BUT ALSO TALK ABOUT HIGH FUEL PRICES.

COMMUNICATIONS
1.4b, 1.4d

FUTURE OPERATIONS
2/1 ID AND 2/2 SBCT WILL CONDUCT CLEARING OPERATIONS THIS WEEK AS PART OF ARROWHEAD STRIKE 9 IN MANSOUR. 2/82 ABN WILL CONTINUE CLEARING OPS IN SADR CITY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEEK</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SINCE 15 DEC 06</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>3677</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION

NEUTRALIZE AIF
- Incident levels have decreased below the ten week average.
- Docex shows Islamic State of Iraq to be highly organized insurgent group with detailed OPSEC awareness.
- SAA publicly announces launch of its own political party, the Iraqi Awakening Movement.
- Insurgent freedom of movement in Western Juluiyah supported by insurgent checkpoints.
- Threats of complex attacks and suicide attacks continue throughout MNF-W AO.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1) Conclusion of Operation Northern Forge (AO Raleigh)
2) Operation Okinawa (AO Topeka)
3) Al Anbar Leadership Conference (AO Topeka)

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
- IA Recruiting Symposium for BCT 9 in Habaniyah 16-17 Mar
- Construction has begun on Habaniyah IP Academy.
- Two MNF-W Border Transition Teams remain at BTR awaiting MVMNT to Kirkuk and Al Kut on Iranian Border.
- The weekly IP newspaper "The Prairie" was released this week in Falluijah.

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
- IP provides humanitarian assistance items to residents in South-Central Ramadi.
- The Shamiya Council in Ramadi meets for the third time.
- Leadership in Muhammadi is eager to begin projects and start a City Council.
- Ramadi: An additional $8m in funding is available for use.
- Falluijah City Council meets and selects new members.
- CME in Husaybah.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BDA</th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FND/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Roll Up</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Feb (TOA) to Present</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENEMY SITUATION

IN DAIYALA, Reporting suggests AIF are continuing to utilize attack methods that increase their survivability against CF/ISF such as mortar attacks and sniper attacks. In SAD, Attacks will continue to be elevated WVO Samarra as the Islamic Army and AQI continue their attempts to gain control of the area.

In Kirkuk, possible attacks against TOB McEntirey using rockets and mortars. In Nineveh, Expect for large-scale attacks to occur within Mosul as AIF continue to conduct more significant operations as well as attacks within the city.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. On 14MAR07 1/2/2 IA, acting on a tip given by an informant, detained and questioned Ahmed Khatib Saleh Abdousshi Al-Jaboori. Ahmed was previously detained by the IA for weapons trafficking in December 2006.

2. On 15MAR07, MG Dixon received a briefing on the ISF cell operations this afternoon from 1-9 Cavalry Squadron Commander. He explained the operations being undertaken across the Nineveh Province by the 1-9 CAVTroops and soldiers.

3. On 15MAR07, IA Reported CP 442 VIC MC 6369 3470 conducting vehicle inspections when they began inspecting a large red truck with no trailer. Truck exploded 14:49 hrs, followed by large secondary explosion.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

SECURITY & TRANSITION

In Dijala the IP and IA continue to execute their security set within Baqubah, namely the establishment, manning, and operation of checkpoints around the main portion of the city. BG Safa, the Baqubah District IP Chief, believes that he can “tighten the noose” around the insurgents.

COMMUNICATIONS

On 10 March, Greywolf met with Mayor Mohammed and Police Chief Ferris from Balad Ra at to discuss recent events and security in the area. The intent of this meeting is to maintain focus on the progress made in Balad Ra and reassure the city’s leadership.

GOVERNANCE

- The MCC, Chief Judge Davood, Judge Baka and Judge Ra’ad arrived Saturday evening at Mosul. All three served on Panel #1 in December and January. They spent Sunday afternoon on administrative work in preparation for this week’s dockets.

ECONOMICS

In Chargen’s AO the Huwaidar WCU and Al Khais Sanitation II contracts were both signed last week and work has begun. The Huwaidar WCU will provide fresh water to the village of Huwaidar.

CURRENT/FUTURE OPERATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECURITY &amp; TRANSITION</th>
<th>COMMUNICATIONS</th>
<th>GOVERNANCE</th>
<th>ECONOMICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

OP PANTHER SECURITY, OP BLACK GOLD, OP SAGUARO, OP THIEF AL SAYAD, OP ORANGE JUSTICE, OP OAKLAND, OP MARCO POLO, OP JUSTICE FOR ALL, OP FOX, OP THERMOPYLAE, OP ALCATRAZ, OP INITIATIVE V, OP BUCEPHALUS, OP SABER BOULEVARD, OP NORTHERN SECURITY, OP SNAKE KILLER, FOCUSED STABILIZATION OP PARTNERED RESPONSE (RED INDICATES DIVISION OPP)

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 14DEC06)</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECRET // REL TO USA, MCFI //
20170319 // DISPLAY ONLY TO IRAQ

Approved for Release: MG Michael X. Garrett, USCENTCOM Chief of Staff. Declassified on: 201506
ENEMY SITUATION

- NO AIF ACTIVITY DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
- NO THREAT INFO

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. Request of Additional compensation of Op Anfal on 11 MAR

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

- SECURITY & TRANSITION: NSTR
- NEUTRALIZE AIF: OPS GUARDIAN(6), MILKYWAY(6)
- GOVERNANCE
  - Plan for sending victims of Halabja incidents for overseas treatment announced on 8 MAR (67 pax; 10 pax sent to Iran)
  - KRG opened to the message of Turks on 12 MAR
  - Supporting to President Barzani with the Article 140
  - Criticism for intervention of neighboring countries in Iraq
- ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
  - IT Conference on 7 MAR in Irbil
  - Members of KRG, KOICA attend
  - KRG announced examination of budget allocation for IT development
  - KRG Ministry of Plan met with Foreign Companies on 8 MAR
  - Exposition about the investment legislative bill in Kurdish Region
    - 401 CA announced that they completed preparation for construction investment in Kurdish Region

Current / Future OPERATIONS & EVENTS

1. OPS GUARDIAN, MILKYWAY: 16 ~ 22 MAR
2. RAFARIN HANDICAPPED CHILD FACILITY VISITING: 18 MAR
3. 2ND DIAGNOSIS FOR HEART DISEASE SURGERY IN KOREA: 17 MAR
4. SITE INSPECTION ON PROFIT ACCELERATION PROJECTS: 19 MAR
5. INFORMATION INTERCHANGE WITH LOCAL SECURITY FORCE: 19 MAR
6. SECURITY FORCES ROTATION OF UNAMI: 21 MAR
SECRET // REL TO USA, MCFI //
20170319 // DISPLAY ONLY TO IRAQ

ENEMY SITUATION
- ACF/AlF main effort continues to alternate between LN to CF/ISF with current focus on LN.
- ACF/AlF continues to have freedom of movement.
- AlF actions can initiate/increase AIF reactions.
- Expect attack trend to shift back to CF/ISF as the ARABEEEN holy days have ended. Reporting indicates AIF will begin to escalate IDF attacks on FOBS and IED attacks in the near future.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
1. IED/EFP/VBIED attack
2. Rocket/mortar attack
3. SAF/complex attack
4. EOF
5. IED/cache found
6. Assassination
7. Napping/Murder
8. Suicide
9. Obsession
10. Other

CURRENT ASSESSMENT
BUILD A CAPABLE ISF (ISF INCREASINGLY IN THE LEAD).

IBP:
- BTT’s conducted command and staff assistance, including monitor ongoing DSF operations; infantry BTT’s were preparing for their Relief in Place and Transfer of Authority.

IP:
QUADISIYAH
- PTT’s have reported several joint patrols with IP from various stations over the past several days.

WASIT
JOINT CAS OPERATIONS With IP’s around a suspected Rocket Cache Area near Known Launching Sites (NB 715 168).

IA:
- US MITT dispensed medications to Iraqi army medical section from Polish CIRC provided from national humanitarian assistance organizations.
- 2 members of US military transition teams attended a signal conference in Baghdad held by Iraqi Assistance Group.
- The 1.4b MITT visited 3 BDE Iraqi Army Headquarters to verify their training requirements.
- The 1.4b MITT visited 3 BDE Iraqi Army Headquarters to verify their training requirements.
- The 1.4b MITT prepared a course for rifleman on DS2K. The course will be held for the soldiers from 2 and 3 BNs, 3 BDE Iraqi Army on the next visit in camp ZULU.

Current / Future OPERATIONS
1. OP SENTRY

BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>EWIA</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>CACHES FOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 MAR 07 – 16 MAR 07</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (AS OF 17 MAR 07)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Current Situation.** Attacks return to previously experienced levels. Strike ops continue to target anti MNF forces.

**Building an Independent Iraq.** Move of 10th Infantry Division into SAAH as part of handover of city bases.

**Capability of the ISF.** IA successful in providing autonomous security for Arbaeen Festival. IA Bns in Baghdad moved to west of city.

**Atmospheric.**
- Basra: Populace remains positive, despite the fallout from Op PEGASUS III and the increased levels of attacks.
- Maysan: NSTR.
- Dhi Qar: NSTR.
- Al Muthanna: NSTR.

**Neutralizing the AIF.** Op surge continues to disrupt AIF activity.

### Significant Events of the Week


### Current Assessment

MND(SE) continues to pursue MIAM through planned and reactive strike ops, keeping them on the back foot. It is hoped that the fallout from Op PEGASUS II can be resolved in the near future and joint ops with ISF resumed.

### Current/Future Ops

**Current Ops:** Op TACHBROOK and Op VEDETTE, Op DELIVERANCE – C-I DF Surge.

**Future Ops:** TBD.
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Capable ISF (ISF Increasingly in Lead)

- IA Independent and Combined operations continue to trend positive across ITO. Public trust and confidence growing in areas outside of Baghdad, and the city itself is showing positive signs.
- IP/NP charges of capitulation, complicity in sectarian violence, and lack of trust in parts of Baghdad remain a problem.
- Administrative and logistical shortcomings continue to undermine the ISF’s ability to internally support operations; dependent on CF for most items (supplies, equip, fuel). Particular problems exist for the DBE with fuel shortages, and availability and maintenance of scanners in MND-CS and MND-SE; daily supplies (fuel, ammunition) are challenges with the IA.

AIF Neutralized (Al Qaeda Out)

- Attacks UP by 4% (962-998), below the 12 Week Average. Effectiveness rate DOWN (22%-20%) and below the 12 Week Average.
- Battle Casualties DOWN by 18% (1124-918), below the 12 Week Average.
- Civilians DOWN 20% (796-635) below the 12 Week Average, ISF DOWN 19% (179-145), below the 12 Week Average.
- Coalition DOWN 7% (138-149), below the 12 Week Average.
- IEDs UNCHANGED (640-637), above the 12 Week Average. ‘F&C’ Rate DOWN (50%-46%).
- EFPs DOWN (10-5), with 2 ‘F&C’.
- VBIED events UP from 27 to 31, with 8 ‘F&C’. Casualties per attack were DOWN at 12.2, below the 12 Week Average.
- Suicide Attacks UP (10-11), above the 12 Week Average. Vest type attacks DOWN (4-3).

Support an Independent Iraq (Building Confidence)

- Atmospherics continue to trend positive In the AOR. The replacement of the Fallujah Council, the response to the establishment of the JSS in Sadr City, and anti-corruption efforts in MND-North indicate a growing buy-in to the security measures.
- Fuel, Electricity, Security, Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the AOR.
- There appears to be a growing rejection of AIF in MNF-W with Sunni tribes, and they have become more active recently in support of ISF recruitment and operations. There are some indications this rejection of AQI by tribes is also occurring in Ninewa Province.